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MODEL, 150H CNC BO:BBER
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Maximum Hobbed Length-1.2.0·
Maximum Hob Diameter......-4.0"

Join the
Winning
Team

The machines are controlled by a
Num 760E Gear Hobbing CNG Controller
which is specifically designed for gear
hobbing and eliminates the need. for an
Electronic 'Gear Box (EGB). Speed. Feed,
Helix. Angle, Number of Teeth. and Hob
shift are programmable. As many as
300 part programs can be stored.

Standard Cyoles with
Conversational Programming
• Single or double cut bobbing
• Worm gear hobbing
'.' Automatic hob shift
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TOday ... rnanutacturers ,of transmissions, drive systems
and other gear components are faced with many challenges.
Increased production, Hiigher quality. Lower manufacturing
costs. All these, plus demand for more accurate, smoother,
quieter-running gears ... that I!ast longer.

Fortunately, there is a solution -
HURTH GEARFI'NIISHI'NG.

With a HURTH GNG Hard Finisher, you get exceptional!
quaUty. There's no griinding burn. GB'N or re-dressable
ceramic tool'in9 can be used for sustained production of
optimal quality gears - at reasonable cost

HURTH is now represented in North America by
KHngelnberg., an organization with a tradition of exceptional
sates, service and engineering assistance for gearmakers.
Ask one ·of our sales engineers about HURTH and the
unique features, designed and builit into 'each machine for
exceptional quality and a long, cost-effective service life.

If your focus is on quality, send for a
HURTH GEARFINISHING catalog.
Or. contact:

Klingelnberg
Gear Technology Inc.
15200 Foltz Industrial Parkway
Cleveland, OH 44136
(216) 572-21100
FAX (216) 572-0985

@ KLI~GELNBERG
...Puts,' all togeth'e.r.

When th:e "OCIUS
iis, on q'ulality •••,
IHU1,RTH deillivers,.

The HURTH product line for stand-alone or
cell application includes:

• CNC Hard Gear Finishing Machines
• eNC Gear Shaving Machines
• Fine' Finishing Machines
• Rotary Gear IDeburring/Ghamfer,ing

Machines
•. Shaving Gutter GrindinQl Machiines

aRCLE A..t on MADER REPLY CARD



11ultimate gear inspection productivity and quality.
the PNC g:ear inspection system may be your only
choice. It is tlexible, easy to operate and provides the
most precise gear test data available. With our SMART
so,ftware package, no recalibratlon is required when
ohangingl gear or part sizes. This converts to less
downtime than competitive testers-with less t!lexibility.
The PNC~30, Ilike all members ,at the PNC tester family,
pmvlides test data on several g:ea.rmaking operations
including: internal and 'external spur and helical gears,
worms and worm gears, hobs, shaving and shapingl
cutters, along with straight and spiral bevel gears.
The IflNC-30 may also be Ilinked with your host com-
puter tor up-to-the-minute manufacturing information.
lit inspects gears up to 12" in diameter. SMA'RT flNC
gear inspection systems are available for up to
80" O.D. gears.

@ KLI....GElNBERG
••.Puts It all together~

The most accur,at,e,
easy ..to ..use"tiime saving
gear inspectionsyst'em
a,vailable ... anlywher'e'!!

For further information and a copy of our new
literature, contact Klingelnberg Gear Technology, lne.,
15200 Foltz lndustrial Parkway, Cleveland" OH 44136.
Phone: (216) 572-2100. Fax: (216) 572-0985.
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Now use your AMERICAN EXPRESS" Visa,
or Master Card to subscribe to

GEARTECHINOLOGY
$40.'00 for 1 year ,(6,issues) in the U.S.;
$50.100 in Canacl'a; $55.00 elsewhere' ..

Can 1(800) 451-8166 to' place your ,order.

.2234 S. Oam Road, West !Branch, MI48661
517/345~7160 800/426~2538 (From, MI)

1580 Progress Drive; Richmond( IN 41374
317/935-7424 800/,686-3158 (From OHI, IN)

Affiliate of Sial Cutler ~
- Sines 1927 - .
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Use Dressab'le,
• CBN Wheels
• SGWheeis

• ICirec1 Plated CBN Wheel's

·3 Grinding spindles available
Wheel .speeds21l01l to 240001 RPM

Std. Spindle 20 IiI.P.

Versatility

Iintroduc:in,gl
the -

Oerlikon - ,MAAG
Opal1420

WlTH IINTEGRATED WH:EEl, DRESSE:R
"THE GEAR ,GRINDER OF CHO,ICE

FOR TO,DAY'S VARIED HIGH PRECISION
AND HIGH PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS.~'

Review Your Ohoices
tor

Flexibility ...Productivity ...Accuracy

33 Teeth-3.1 D.P. -4" 'Face-H.T' Ola. -200 PA - 200Helix
Mat. 10 NI Cr Mo 7G - Case hardened 10 GORC

Ground with Tip Relief & Lead Crown

A.GMA 1'0
Tet, 'Grind w/dressingi

5.2 min.

AGMA13
Tet, Grind w/dressing

10.7 min,

CALL (708) 8110-01050 FAX (70B) 810-9899
5021 Chase Av,enue . Downers Gro.ve, III 60515

• Photo courtesy of IPE. lne., Barrington, IL
'CIRCLE 1.·7 on READER REPLY CAIRD

01'1Screen Optimization

of !Profiles and Crowning

IAotary and Lineal Crowningl

Double iFI'ank
GrindIngl

Single Flank
Grinding

--
T....



Pari blank and
gear cutting' tools

play ,critical roles in
gear q.uality control.
We offer optional soft-
ware packages for in-

specting gear blanks for
circular geometry and gear
cutting tools such as hobs,

shaperfshaver cutters,
and broaches.

'-facturlng
.-1\ S'fII\"'- • _ - .lIanu

"reC\$\1I . Ge..ar 'VI
t.\&t.\.. .. "t 'in I'

total ouall ~

Hob Inspection

Gear Testing using Generative Metrology tech-
,niques is enhanced by compute.rized auto-

matlonand analysis. True index, lead,
and involute testing are performed

as the lest part and probe are
enga.ged in inter-related continuous move-

ment. Rotary and !Iinear axis aresynchronized
as required by the lest.

,Process cOl'ltro'li ,rum be
,Implemented by anal-

yzing data collected
In gear testing. We
offer SPC software'

to evaluate x-bar, R,
histogram, and

tooth surface
topological

studies.
Histogram

3012-4 QC Gear Analyzer ,is
one of II' famUy of our 'gear

,and gear cuning tool anatyzelS.
For ,8 free full-color broehu re

desc~ibing our Gearana.lyzers,
write or calli M &. M Precision

Systems, 300 Progress Rd.,
West Carrollton, OH 45449,

5131859-8273, FAX 5131859-4452.

=-M&M~RECIS/ON
,".SYSTEMS
AN ACME·CLEVELAND COMPANY
CIRCl!E MI on REA'DER IREPlY CARD
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ride. Aw~. Reli:I. Ad~iratio~. These were =of
I the emenens with which I, hke most Americans,

I

greeted the end of the Persian Gu]! War. ~was proud
of our country for saying it would do ajob and then

doing i.t with a minimum of Joss and a maximum of ef-
fectiveness; Iwas awed by the terrifying efficiency of our
weapons and relieved that our easualties were so light; and I
was filled with admiration at the skill with which one of the
mostcemplex logistical military opera-
tions of the century was carried out.

Over the last twenty-five years our
military had developed a reputation for
foul-ups that became defining examples
of the word "snafu," but it seems the
lessons of past disaster have been weH-
learned. Most important this time, there
was one clearly designated leader, as
well as one dearly stated goal, and one
ba ic rule: once the balloon went up, the
special interests and agendas of indi-
vidual service branches and differing
methods of carrying out the plan were
put aside. Everyone had the same goals
and was listening to only one 'com-
mander. The results were nothing short
of spectacular.

The response of our neighbors in the
European Community was less clear cut.
By all accounts. the troops sent from the
various European countries performed
admirably; it was the tardy, vacillating response of tile
countries themselves that bas been the subject of criticism
and anxiety on both sides of the Atlantic, People who had
seen the events of the last two years. as. the harbinger of a
united Europe that would speak.with one voice politically and
mil:itarily were sorely disappointed .. When push. came to
shove, even over an issue as economically important to
Europe as securing the major source of its petroleum supply,
the twelve members of the EEC could not find a common
voice or a common will, much less a single leader. They had
similar goals, but no unified agenda for reaching them.

Whether that isa tragedy or not isa matter of opinion, The

fact remains that a united Europe is not here now, nor will it
be any time soon; and, perhaps, neither we nor our European
neighbors should be too anxious over the fact.

Building an economically and politically united Europe
may be an admirablegoaI, but it will take time. American
history could be instructive here. Starting from scratch, with
a common language and without generations of past confl Ict
to live down, it took the United States eighty years, culmi-

nating in
five years
of civil

war, to decide that we would be one
nation speaking with one voice, not
just a collection of individual states
and regional interests .. Real unity
will not come any easier in Europe.

The fact is that a united Europe
will probably not be built IlIII.iJsome
event of cataclysmic proportions
forces all the nations of the conti-
nent to put aside their individual
differences and act together, If the
threat to its basic energy supply
didn't. do it, one shudders to think
what will.

At present, the individual na-
tions of Europeapparently lack the
motivation or the will to unite com-
pletely. What is pos ible is orne
kind of economic cooperation.

More unity than that willbe a long lime coming. Being
anxious or frustrated with one another over it will not change
things.

For the foreseeable. future, the iaternational community
will have to deal with the complexities inherent in a multi-
national Europe and remember that nothing is ever gained by
forcing a good idea before its time.

~~-
Michael Goldstein,
PublisherlEditor·in-Chi.ef

M .... 'fIJUNE ·19111 9



A MAT T E R o F N T e R PRE TAT o N

Is th isa good 'gear
Of apiece of scrap?
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Now there's a way
to know for sure!

Subjective judgements about gear
tests can cost you a bundle in scrap,
assembly problems or warranty
charges.

ThiS 'isthe way you should be testing
gears- by the numbers with com-
pletedocumentation. And now you
can - simpl,y and easlly Just retrofit
your existinq double-flank roUing gear
tester with a Hommel Z·2000 computer!
recorder. Or upgrade to an entire new
Hommel gear testing system.

Either way you get the quantitative
analysis and documentation you need

to do the job right.
Write to Hommel America

(formerly Valmet, tnc.), 30 Peter Court,
New Britain, CT 06051.
Orcall (203) 827 -8500.

FAX: ,223-2979.

World class measurement technology
CIRCL,E A.l9',on READER REPLY CARD



Misalignment No
Beauty in Gearsets

When we have problems with
gearset failure, 3. common diagnosis is
misalignment/' What exactly is that
and. how do we prevent it?

The second most common "killer" of
good gear sets is misalignment (dirt, or
abrasive wear, is first). Gear teeth sim-
ply won't carry the load if they don't
touch, and the portion that does touch
has to carry an.overload to make up for
the missing contact area.

Fig. 1 shows the effect of one kind of
misalignment - deflection of an over-
hung pinion. This example could be
from any drive where both pinion bear-
ings are onthe same side of the gear.
When power is applied, the pinion shaft
bends and its bearings deflect., so the
pinion teeth aren't paraUeJ to the gear
teeth. (See Fig. 2.) The deflected pillion
is heavily loaded at the unsupported

end, The load may not even cover the
whole pinion face.

The heavily loaded end usually can't
take the abuse. so i.t wears, pits, scuffs,
cold-flows. or breaks. By the time it
wears enough to allow the other end to
carry some load ..the gear is badly dam-
aged. Wear progresses until teeth break.
because there's no self-healing effect ..

Some things that will help are:
•Tightening up the pinion bearings if
they're adjustable.
-Reinforeing the pinion bearing support
structure by adding extra bracing.
-Re-aligning the pinion to tip the free
end toward the gear, so it's misaligned
under light loads and bends into full-
face contact as the load is applied. This
works best if the load is always. applied
in one direction.
·Checking backlash at all positions of

SHOPFLOOR
"Shop floor" is your column.
When you have questions you
can't answer or need informa-
tion you can't seem to find,. let our
panel 0" ,experts, wi,th mo're than
120 v,ears '0. g,ear experience'
among them. he~p. Addr,ess your
questions to them, care ,of :Shop'
IFloor.Gear'Technolog,y. P.O.Box
1426.,IElkGrove Viinage, IL 1600091

,

or calill ,our ,editorial staR at t.708t
437-'6604.

IDonMcVlittie
is President of Gear Eng;·
neers'/nc.,SeaJlie.WA. He
is a past president of
AGMA and Chairman of
the US. TechnicalAdvi-
sory Group for Interna-
tiorralGearSlandards. He
is a licensed professional
engineer in the State of
Washfngton. If you have
questionsfor Mr.Mcviuie,
please circle Reader

Fig •.1 - Uneven wear on an overhung pinion ..The stub of the broken shaft is still in, the bore. Sef1liu No. 36

"'·AYIJU'H 1~~1 11



Bought & Sold:
.. BRIDLES
.. D KlES
.. LOTHIG
.. BITS
.. BOOK_

* BELTS
• BOLO
• 'CHAPS
.SP RS
.. SADDLES

HI'GH NOON
West,ern 'Collectibles

(21JJ 102-9010 by appoinnnem ollly
(213) 202-/340 (fax)
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I,: you pe,rf,orm custom
d'ebu'rri'ln,g/chamlering
operations ••,.,

ConvenielTl and
repeatable set-uo
(Rotex)

--- Doors-manualor
semi-automatic
provide dust free,
quiet, operation

Air Chuck Optional Dust
Collection
System

Optional ,Air Chuck
Foot Control

n.,we have ,GREAT NEWS!
NOW there's a single machine .. ,QUf new Model 300, that
improves production rates, increases Quality and lowers overall
finishing costs. Highly flexible, the 300 will deburr or chamter
parts of all sizes and shapes ... piston, cylinders, gears (even
spiral bevel).

GMI Mutschlercombinesold worl'd craftsmanship and state- of-
the-art controls ... for precise deburring/chamfering machines
that meet or exceed meta'iworking shop requirements .. , world-
wide .. Let us build one for you ... with the accessories and
capab.ilities that match your needs.i.precisely. Call for FiRI!:E
lit,erature or detailed information.

GMI-IMUTSCHLER' Alkror 8 free demo ••.ne burrs attached I
Call (708]986-1858' FAX (708]986-0756"Takes the edge off"

CIRCLE A-Ill on R~ADER IR_EP,I. Y CARD

F,ig. 2 . Deflection caused hy gear
misalignment.

the bull gear, Sometimes the bull gear
runs out enough to bottom out with
the backlash. This causes severe over-
load and aggravates the misalignment
problem; it can even break the pinion
shalt.
-Re-working the drive to mount the
pinion on a 100 e spline, so it can find
its own alignment even when the
shaft bends.
·Making a tapered pinion. carefully cal-
culated to match the slope of the de-
flected shaft under load. It should
probably be crowned too, because :it can
only bea perfect match at one load
level,

Misali.gnment of an overhung pinion
is easy to understand, but sometimes we
see signs of misalignment even though
the gear and the pinion are both sup-
ported between beari_ngs. Fig. 4 shows
a pitting failure extending o1lllyhalf w.ay
aero . the looth face ~ a sure sign of
misalignment. under load. What caused

- - -- - -

,:~, -
... ~f",-~~~~-~;

.. ..... ~ .. .
Fig. 4 -Pirting!ai!ure caused by misalign·
men! under load,
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Fig. 3 - .Bendin,gdej1eclion 0/ the
pinion shaft.

the misalignment? The key lies in the
words "under load."

Here are some possibilities:
-Bending of the pinion shaft. If the
center of the pillion is not in lite center of
the bearing span, any bending deflection

of the pinion shaft. will cause a slope,
forcing the load toward the end of the
pinion closest to a bearing. Fig. 3 iUus-
trates this.
·Twisting of the pinion shaft. Heavily
loaded, slender pinions "wind up" un-
der load, forcing the load toward the end
of the pinion closest to the input.
-Poor adjustment of tapered roller bear-
ings.
-Bearing wear,
-Case deflection due to poor foundation
or heavy load.
oManufacruringerror irnhecase or gears.

. - - -

..... -.*......... •. .. . -. '. .....r ... · I

0,0 PS! In last issue • article, "Hard Finishing by Convemicnal
Generatillg and Form Grinding." the name of Niles Grinders was
eliminated from the list of formed-wheel gear grinding machines.
These machines are most suitable for one off to medium batch production
runs. They offer the capability of gri nding gears with di ffereru pressure
angles, addendum and modifi.cati.o:ns,tip and root relief as well as lead
crowning without the requirement of additioruUIequipment such as
index plates,pitch blocks or special grinding wheels. The machines
cover a working range with maximum out idediamele.rsof24" to 157"
and max:imum table loads of 8801bs. to 88,'(}()()lb . Today, more than
5,000 Niles geaJ' generating grinding machines have been installed
th.Joughout the world. We apologize for omitting Niles from the list

IMIIIDWEIST GEAR
now ,offers larg:e pitch

GE!AR GRINDliNIG:!

• Up to 11I[lP 72." p.o. tall Face • Inspection by H!ofilerGear Checker
• Spur, Helical, or Crowned with Computer Printouts a.vailable
• Up to AGMAQuality Cl'ass 14 '. Low too'lingi costs

• IExperienced 'Craftsmen' On-time delivery ~...~o·•..~.' "

Wl can Sallfage Geam Distorted by Hel' lrealmenl ~

~ IMI!D,VtlEST 'GE,AR
2182 Aurora Road (Rt. 82). Twinsburg., OH 44087

'Phone: 216-425~4419' • FAX: 216-425-8600
CIRCLE A-13 en R£A.DER' REPLY CARD'



NEWS ABOUT •••

OERLIKON AND KLINGELNBERG
Oerlikon-Buhrle AG In Zurich, Switzerland, and

Klingelnberg SOhne KG in Remscheid, Gennany, have
entered into a far reaching joint venture. established as
Oertikon Geartec AG (Zurich), the new company will de-
velop, manufacture and market the Splromatic bevel gear
equipment and Oertlkon Maag machines. The jOint venture
will provide the automotive and gear industries with en-
hanced customer service and improved technical support of
equipment for any gear cutting method currently used for
bevel gear production.

Initially, 75% of the shares will be owned by Oerlikon and
25% by Klingelnberg. Later, Klingelnberg will acquire the
remaining shares. Chairman of the Board of Directors is Mr.
Oiether K1ingelnberg. Managing Director Is Mr. Urs Koller
who managed the Machines Division of Qer1ikon since
January, 1990.

Oertikon Geartec AG will work closely with Klingelnberg
on marketing. development and manufacture of all gear
technology products. The company will concentrate, as
before. on the traditional automotive applications. while
Klingelnberg will serve all other gear market segments. The
consolidation makes Oerlikon and Kllngelnberg one of the
largest organizations In the gear technology market with
nearly 1200 employees and aMusl sales of $150 million.

~ KLiNGELNBERG
•••Puts It _II together.

CIRCLE A.-14 'on READER; REPLY CARD

SAVE TIME,
SRA.CEand MONEY
with your paperwork/ storage
Let us convert your files to microfilm.

veNA Micro· .fiIm."'n -5··..4"'; ---- -- - -- _. 9 _~ ....ces
35.24 W. Belmont Ave.

Chicago,lL 60618,
VCNII. is II, not·fot-pro!i facility t\eIpl~. !he menUlll:y diWlled DdIlIt

509,,,1122
Mention this, ad and get
500. Documents 6Imed

FREE with 2,000 documents
filmed at our regular low price.

Good kJr New AccowUs Only

14 GE."R TECHNOLOGY

Fig.5· Bending/ailure caused by a
misaligned gear set.

In any case, the misalignment must
be fixed, If it is allowed to persist, the
teeth win fail Fig.5 shows a typical
bending failure which resulted from
failure 10 correct a misaligned gear set.

We should be aware that even parts
supported between bearings can be mis-
aligned under load. Fig, 6 shows 3

classic case, This new gear box devel-
oped problems during an overload test
before going into service, but. it could
have happened at any time.

The diagram (Fig. 7) shows the bear-
ing arrangement. Two tapered rollee
bearings, one at each side of the box,
were expected to carry the radial load
and the thrust load induced by the helical
gear teeth.

Fig ..,6 - This new gear box failed because
o/misa/ignmemellell though il WQS

supported between bearings.

Unfortuna.tely, a careless assembler
didn't get the cone of one bearing seated
alHhe way againsrits shoulder. A simple
check with a feeder gauge between the
back of the cone and the shoulder would
have shown a gap, but the check was
overlooked. The press fit held the cone
in. place for a while, but an overload
moved:it to the shoulder, creating a gap
between cup and Done. A 100 e adjllst-
ment would have had the same effeet,

Once the bearings were loose, the
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Fig~ 7· Tm bearing ,Qrr,angemenl afthe gearbox in Fig. ,6., slwwillg the cause
of the failure.

-Be sure the cones are sealed againsrthe Sometimes there simply is no easy
shoulders on the shaft: use a .00 m" feeler fix for a.misalignment problem. Maybe
gauge between the back 'of the cone and the box is bored out of Iine, the gears
the shoulder to, check. When possible, weren't matched origiaally, or the parts
press the bearing into place instead of are so slender that they bend underload ..

In any case, the load L so heavy at 'one
end ofthe teeth that wear is unaccept-
able. Fig ..8 shows this kind of pitting
pattern all, a helical pinion.

If' it can be removed, the whole gear
box shouldbe sent. to a good gear shop.
There the cause of'the bad eontact can be
foundand the part(s) causing the mis-
alignment reworked.

The gears will fmt be checked on
true center distance in a test fixture as
illustrated in Fig. 9'. H the contact pat-

thrust from the helical teeth pushed the
pinion tightly into one cup, as shown in
Fig. 7..The other bearing was thenloose,
so its cone shifted laterally away from
th.e load. leaving the pinion misaligned.
The pinion teeth at.the end with the tight
bearing took all the load - until they
began t.o pit.

Careful assembly will prevent this
problem. if the gear case is tiff enough
to. support the bearings. Here are .orne
easy tips to help you get it rigbt:

Fig. 8- The pitting potrern onrllis helical
pinion is the result of a heavy lood' Ql one
end caused by misalig.nmelll.

heating it. It can't shrink back from me
shoulder if it's pressed against it.
-Be sure cups are seated too. A stray

burr can keep the cup from seating and
leave room for movement when the
load is applied.
-Be extra careful shimming gear box
bearings. They really should run at no
clearance, but that may be too tight to
run 0001. Oneto three thousandths is
usually enough clearance.
-Check 'bearing temperatures and gear
tooth contact patterns after a few hours
under load to be sure everything is as
you left it

tern. in the fixture looks good, but the
contact under load is bad, the box will be
checked t.o make sure that the bores are
parallel. The theoretical bending and
twisting deflections are calculated to
'estimate the amount of deflection under
load .

With this information, .3 correction
can be made to the helix angle of the gear
or pinion. creating an intentional mis-
match. al no load .. When the gears wind
lip under load, they match and their
capacity is increased. If they haveto run
at a variety of loads, the requiredtooth
Conn can. be curved or "crowned,"

Sometimes thegear box can't bere-
moved. so only the gears are available
forchecking. The repai r is still possible,
using the test fixture to simulate the gear
box, but. it's di:ffi.cllll.tto know if the fault
lies in th.egears, the box,lih.e deflection,

F,ig. 9' - A contact check in a test fixsure is
a crucial step in correcting misalignment.

or all three, If only the gears are avail-
able fora modification, it may take more
than. one ,try to. gel it rigllt.

This article originally appeared in consecutive

issues of th« "TOO.lhrips" column O/PilchLints.

a newsletter 0/ The Gear Works. Seattle, Wit.

Thanks to Mr. Roland Ramberg.presidem of Gear

Works. for allowing /IS 10 reprins them.
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ADVEBIQRIIAL

Shank Type Disposable
Disk Cutters

In the past few years,
gear manufacturers have
begun to see the advan-
tages in the disposable disk
gear shaper cutting tools.
The most apparent time
and money saver, is the
time no longer spent on
machine setups, Dispos-
able disks are manufactured perfectly flat and are
designed to eliminate the re-sharpening process.
The consistencyia cutterdimensions is translated
to consistent part unifonnity. As the cutting tools
are changed and no sharpening has taken place,
machine setups can be left unchanged from cutter
to cutter ..

Fellows Corp. has introduced an additional
advantage to' this concept. By deflecting the min
disposable disk mtoa negative rake angle, both
sides of the disk become identical cutting sur-
faces, The negative deflection pro-
vides the cutting disk with its own
top rakeand side clearance angles.
Wben one side becomes dull, the
disk can be turned over and a new
cutting surface is available,

The majority of the disposable
disk cutters presently in the field

have been in the 3" PD
and up range. Fellows
has introduced a shank
type version of the dis-
posable cutting [00[,

which includes pitch di-
ameters down IO approxl-
mately .75 inches, The
example illustrated here

II is a shank type disposable cutter assembly which

I

is in.regrated WiID.the quick change cutter spindle
adapter. The disposable disk is designed fora 16/
32 DP, 30." pressure angle spline and designed
specifically to cut to minimum root diameter and
maximum tooththickness. The consistent cutter
geometry allows this to be possible. Not only are
specific dimensions being cut, but also the inside
diameter of the spline is being topped by the disk
cutter as well. This process has saved IDe manu-
facturer considerable time and expense byelimi-

,QUICK CttAHQI ctn1tMJ
IPIHDLfJADAJO_

When ,jj comes to quality culling
1001s... be sure YOIJ get what
you pay for! Gall us today.

FEJ.lLOWS CO:RPORATIION
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SPRINGFIELD. \IT 05158-0851 uSA
TEL: 802-686-11333. FAX 802.:006-2700
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nating one complete operation,
Production for this part. cut-

tingcast iron, has been between
200 and 400 parts per cutting
surface. Double that production
for an amazing 400 to 800 parts
cut with a..030 .inch thick cutting
disk.



The Lubrication of
Gears - Part II

Robert Erriichelfo
'GEARTECH, Albany. CA

Introduction
Wbat. follows is Part 2 of a three-partarticle

covering the principles of gear lubrication.
Part 2 gives an equation for calculating
the lubricant film thickness, which determines
whether the gears operate in the boundary,
elastobydrodynarnic, or full-film lubrication re-
gime. An equation for Blok's flash temperature,
which is used for predicting the rislt of scuffing,
is also given.

E:lastohydrodynamic Lubr:ication
Gear teeth are subjected to enormous contact

pressures on the order of the ultimate tensile
strength of hardened steel, yet theyare quite
successfully lubricated with oil films that are less

-IEliDPRESSURE

____[hnun,
INLET HERTZ IAN _ EXI,._
REGION REGION

I Fig. I
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than one micrometer thick, 'This is possible
because a fortuitous property of lubricants causes
their viscosity to increase dramatically with in-
creased pressure, Fig. 1 depicts the region of
contact between mating gear teeth. It shows the
shape of the elastically deformed teeth and the
pressure distribution developed within the con-
tact zone. The molecular adsorption of the lu-
bricant onto the gear tooth surfaces causes it to be
dragged into the inlet region of Utecontact, where
its pressure is increased due to the convergence of
the tooth surfaces. The viscosity increase of the
lubricant caused by the increasing pressure helps
to entrain the lubricant into the contact zone.
Once it is within the high pressure, Hertzian
region ef the contact, the lubricant cannot escape
because its viscosity bas increased to the extent
where the lubricant is virtually a rigid solid.

The following equation, from Dowsoa and
Higginson' gives the miniumum filin thickness
that occurs near the exit of the contact.

Minimum film thickness:

1.63a;0.54(1l V )0.7 0.43
. • 0 e pl1.
hmin == ----------

(X )0.13E .0.03
. rWN r

The specific film thickness is given by

where
o =cemposite surface roughness

0
1
,0

2
'" surface roughness, rms (pinion,.

gear)



1-10 = absolute viscosity, Reyns (lb sec/
hh Fig. 2 gives average values
of viscosity versus temperature
for typical mineral gear lubricants
with viscosity index of 95 ..

0: = pressure-viscosity coefficient, (in21
lb), The pressure-viscosity coeffi-
cient ranges from 0: = 0.5 x l<rlo 0:

=2 x 10.4 in2lJb for typical gear
lubricants. Data forpressure-viscosiry
coefficients versus temperture for
typical gear Iu bricants are given
in Fig. 3.

Er = reduced modulus of elasticity given
by

2 2
_ I-VI I-Vz .1
Er==2 (-.- +-. -) -- E. IE

I 2

where
VI'V 2 ::: Poisson's ratio (pinion, gear)
E1, E2 = modulus of elasticity (pinion.

gear)
pn = Donna] relative radlus of curvature

(pz ± PI)cos\l1b

PI' P2 = transverse radius of curvature
(pinion, gear)

'Vb = base helix. angle
Ve :::entraining velocity given by
Ve=Vr + Vr

I 2
where
VI'I , Vr

2
= rolling velocities given by

VI' =01 P'I I 1
Vr ={O p

2 2 2
(1)1' 0)2 = angular velocities (pinion,

gear)
WNr ~ normal unit load given by

ww- . Nr
NT - Lmin

where
WNr = normal operating load
Lmin ::::minimum contact length

Load Shaling Factor, X.~
The load sharing factor accounts for load

sharing between succeeding pairs of teem as
influenced by profile modification (tip and/or
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root relief) and whether the pinion or gear is the
driver. Fig. 4 gives plots of the load sharing
factors for unmodified and modified tooth pro-
files.

As shown by the exponents in the Dowson
and Higginson equation, the film thickness is
essentially determined by the entrai ning velocity,
lubricant viscosity, and pressure-viscosity coeffi-
cient, whiletheelastic properties of the gear teeth
and the load have relatively small influences. In
effect, the relatively high stiffness ofthe oil film.
makes it insensitive to load, and an increase in
load simply increases the elastic deformation of
the tooth surfaces and widens the contact area,
rather than decreasing the film thickness.

8Iok.'s Contact Temperature
B1ok's2 contact temperature theory states that

scuffing will occur ill gear teeth that are sliding
under boundary-lubricated conditions when the
maximum contact temperature of the gear teeth
reaches a critical magnitude, The contact tern-
perature is the sum of two components, the bulk

" :HI :II .. .. .. 10 III If 'Ie.; 'I, I~ '~1II0 1, ,'" 110
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Descr,iption Units

Nomenclature Table

Symbol.Symbol Descfliption Units

B
M

b
IH

d

Er

h .
mm

L.
mm

n
p

q

S

Tb

Tb.test

I Tc

Tf

Tttest

Ts

-thermal contact

coeffleient

-semi-width of

Hlertzian contact

band

-eenstant 'I See

Tab'le 3.1'
-specific heat per

unit mass

i V

in

hp/gpm

11 bf inW b OF]

-operating pitch in

diameter of pinlion
-modulus ,of Ibf~in2

elasticity (pinion,

g:ear)

-reduced modulus

of elasticity

-minimum film

Jbf/in2

in

thickness

-minimum contact iin

length

-pinion speed rpm

-transmittad Ipower hp

-oil now rate g!pm

-avera'g,e surface ,uin

:roughness, rms

-bulk temperature OF

-bulk ternpsreture

of test gears

-contact
tempersture

-flssh temperature OF

-maximum flash OF
temperature of

test gears

-scuffing
temperature

-operating pitch !line ftlmin

velocity
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Ve
Vr1,Vr2

W
Nr

W
Nr

Xw
X

I

-entraininq velocity in/s

-rolling velocity

,I pi nio n"g!ear)

-norrnal ,operating

load

in/s

Ibf

Ibtlin-normalunit load

-wel'ding factor

-toad sharing factor

-pressure-viscositv in2/11b2

coefficient

-specific fHm

thickness

-heat conductivity

-mean ceefflclent

of friction

-absolute viscosity Revns
Ubs/in2)

Ibf/[s OF],

-Polsscn's ratio

'(pin!ion,gealf)

-kinarnatic vis.casity cSt

of 40°C

-transverse Ifad,ius in

of curvature

(pinion, gealrl,

-densltv Ib/in3

-normal relative in

radius of curvature

-composite surface ttin

rouqhness. rms

-surtaee roughness, pin

rms (pinion, gear)

-hase helix angle deg

-anqular v,eioeity

(pinion, gear)

rad/s



perature of the gear teeth reaches a critical mag-
nitude. The contact temperature is the sum of two
components, the bulk temperature and th flash
temperature; i.e., Tc::: Tb + Tf.

Blok's flash temperature equation as fomm-
lated inAGMA 2CKH~B88. Appendix A3 for SpU1

and helical gears is

where
f,1 = mean coefficient of frictionem
X :::Loadsharing factor

r _
W = normal unlit load

'Nr - •.
V = rolling velocity of the punon

·r[ -

V :::rolliJl-8: velocity of the gear1"2
B-- = thermal contact coefficientM ._-

b ::: semi-width of Hertzian contact
H

band

Mean Coefficient of Friction, f,1m

The following equaticngives a typical value
ef 0,06 < II < O.W8for the mean coefficient. 'or

!"'"m

friction for-gears operating the the partial. EHD
regime ( A < l). It may give values too low for
bouadary-lubncased gears where I.l

m
may be

greater than 0.2. or too high for gears in the full-
film regime 01. > 2l, wherel.lm may be less than
0.0'1.

50
~:::O.06(-}

/II 50 - S

where

50
( )d.O

50-S

S = average surface roughness, rms

a +0
S-_I __ 2

- 2

Thermal Centaet Coefficient,. BM
The thermal contact coefficient is given by

B::: (X pC), 0.5
M M M M

where
A = hear.conductivity.

M
PM = density
C = specific heat per 'unit mass
F!;typicalgear teeLs,8

M
"" 43 Lbf~Tin

sO.5 OF]

Table ls~.Welding Factor Xw

Material xw

Throug,ih-ih,ardened steel
Phosphated st'esl
ICopper~platedsteel
Nitrided steel
Garburized steel

Content of austenite < ave'rage
Content of austenite ,ave'rag,e
Gontent of austenite > ,Bve'rag,e

Stainless steel

Semi-Width of Hertzian Con.s.ct Band, bu
ax K' po.:5

b ". '. r NT n )"( nE .
r

BuLk Temperatuee, Tb

The gear bulk: temperature is the equilibrium
bulk: temperature of the gear teedl. before they
enter the meshing zone. In some cases, the bulk
temperature may be significantly higherl.ba.n the
temperature of the oil supplied to Utegear mesh.
In a test with ultra high-speed gear-s4, the pinion
bulk temperature was 275°F (171 OF hotterl.litaJI.
the 01] inlet temperature). For turbine gears at
Lowerspeeds, the bulk temperature rise of the gear
teeth over the inlet oil temperature may range
from 20F at 12,000 fpm pitch line velocity to40°F
at ]6,000 fpm. At. similar speeds, the bulk tem-
perature rise of aircraft gears with less oil flow
may rangefi"om40°F to '60°F.

Scuffing Temperature, Ts
The scuffing temperature is the contact tem-

perature at which scuffing is likely to .oOCIlI with
the chosen combinatioa of lubricant and gear
materials.

For mineral oils without anti-scuff addinves
or for mineral oils with low concentrations of
anti-scuff additives, the scuffing temperature is
independent of the operating conditions fora '
fairly wide range. For the e oils. the _cuffing
temperature maybe correlated withthe compo-
sition of the oil. The viscosity grade is.a conve-
nient index of the composition and, thus, of me
scuffing temperature.

For non-anti-scuff mineral. oils, the mean
scuffing temperature (50% chance of scuffing) is
given by

1.00
1.25
1.50
1.50

11.115
11...00
0.8'5

1

0.45
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Table 26

Synthetic Lubricant Mean Scuffing Temperatuee, Ts

I Lubricant IMean Scuffing
I

Temp. 1s (OFI' I

Mll·l-6081 '(gra,del0051
I
, 2,64

MIL-L-JaIlS, 400

MIL-l-23699 425

m~RD2487 440

DER:D2.497 I 4ti5,
I
,

I

DOD-L-B5734 500
IMOBil SHC624 540
I

DEXRON II 550
I

I

UNMODIFIED TOOTH PROFILES

I,
2/3:

I

1/3 ~

io L.' __ ---1. L- __ ~_

c, €.2 €." e,
PINION ROLL ANGLE

Xr MODlFIE.D TOOTH PROFI LES

= PINION DRMNG

ORWING

il!7

€2 €4 €5

PINION ROLL .ANGLE

, Fig. 4
1-
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Ts'" 146 -I- 591nv .w°F

For mineral oils with low concentrations of anti-
scuff additives, the mean scuffmg 'temperature is
given by

Ts '" 245 -I- 591nv 40 of

where
v40 = kinematic viscosity at 40°C, cSt

The scuffing temperature determined from
iFZGtest gears for mineral oils without anti-scuff
additives or with [ow eoncentrarions ofanti-scuff
additives may be extended to different gear steels,
heat treatments, or surface treatments by intro-
ducing an empirical. welding factor:

Ts=T +X T.
b'test w f test

where
X. = welding factor (See Table 1.)

w

T
b

, .. '" bulktemperature of test gears
!esl -

Tr = maximum. flash temperature of
lest

test gears.

for synthetic lubricants and carburized gears
typical of the aerospace industry, the scuffing
temperatures are shown ill Table 2.

For minerali oils with high concentrations of
anti-scuff additives. such as hypoid gear oils,
research is still needed to determine whether the
scuffing temperature is dependent on the materi-
als and/or operating conditions. Special attention
has to be paid to the correlation between test
conditions and actual or design conditions.

Acknowledgement: Reprinted by permission of Societyof

Tribologists and Lubrication Engineers.
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Surface Pitting
Fatigue Life of

Noni nvo lute Low-
Contact- Ratio Gears

DerniSP.T~
!NASA levuisReseard1 Center,

'aeve&1nl OH

Abstract: Spur gear endurance tests were con-
ducted to investigate the surface pitting fatigue
life of noninvolute gears with \ow numbers of
teeth and low contact ratios for use in advanced
applications. The results were compared with
those for a standard involute design with a low
number of teeth. The gear pitch diameter was
8.89 em (3.50 in.) with 12 teeth on both gear
designs. Testconditions were an oil inlet tem-
perature of 320 K (1160 F), an oil outlet tempera-
ture of350 K (1700 F), a maximum Hertz stress of
1.49 GPa (216 ksi), and a speed of 10,000 rpm.
The following results were obtained: The
noninvolute gear had a surfacepitting fatigue life
approximately 1.6 times that of the standard invo-
Iote gear of a similar design. The surface pitting
fatigue life of the 3.43-pitch AISI 8620noninvolute
gear was approximately equal to the surface pit-
ting fatigue life of an 8-pitch, 28-tooth AISl931 0
gear atthe same load, but.at a considerably higher
maximum Hertz stress.

Introduction
Many gears used in aircraft and othertrans-

missions have size limitations based on the mini-
mum number of teeth that can becut on a pinion
without undercutting the teeth.' If the number of
teeth is made fewer than this minimum,a weaker
tooth win be produced because of the undercut-
ling. One method currently used to allow smaller
minimum numbers of teeth ana pinion is to
change the invohne radius at both the dedendum

and the addendum. Smaller numbers of teeth can
be manufactured on a given pinion with a standard
addendum by increasing the involute radius in the
dedendum region, where il normally becomes
very short, and decreasing the radius in the adden-
dum region, where it normally increases rapidly.
This can be seen on an involute chart as a positive
modification in the dedendum region and a
negative modification, similar to a large tip relief,
in the addendum region. In addition to allowing
smaller numbers of teeth without undercutting,
this method, sometimes called new tooth form. 2

also reduces the maximum Hertz stress in the
dedendum region, where the very short involute
radius has been increased. This increased invo-
lute radius may also improve the gear tooth's
surface fatigue life and possibly improve its scor-
ing resistance. The new tooth Conn can be used
for most spur or helical gears with either normal
or high coetact ratios to reduce the effect of
undercutting on gears with fewer than the mini-
mum number of teeth.

The objectives of the research reported herein
were (I) to investigate the non:involute modifica-
tions for use as a design method for gears with
small numbers of teeth, (2) to determine the
surface endurance characteristics of a. spur gear
with the new tooth form, and (3) to compare the
results with those for a standard mvolute gear of
similar design parameters. In order to accomplish
these objectives, tests were conducted wit1l one
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Fig.] NASA Lewis Research Center's gear fatigue test apparatus.

lot each of spur gears made from a single heat of
A1S1 8620 AMS 6274 material in the noninvolute
design and in the standard involute design. The
gear pitch diameter was 8.89 em (3.50 in.), Test
conditions included an oil inlet temperature of
320 K (1160 F), whlch resulted in an oil outlet
temperature of 350 K (1700 F), a maximum Hertz
stress of 1.49 GPa (216 ksj), and a shaft speed of
10,000 rpm.

The work reported herein was conducted asa
joint effort of NASA Lewis Research Center,
General Electric 00. Ordinance Systems Divi-
sion, and ITW' Spiroid Division.

Apparatus and. Procedures
,Gear Tes[ Apparatus. The gear fatigue tests were
performed in (he NASA Lewis gear fatigue test
apparatus (Fig. 1). This test rig uses the four-
square principle (recirculating power) of apply-
ing the test gear load so that the input drive needs
to overcome only the frictional losses in the
system. A schematic of the test rig is shown in
Fig. 1b. Oil pressure and leakage flow are sup-
plied to the loading vanes through a shaft seal. As
the oil pressure is increased on the loading vanes
inside the slave gear. torque is applied to the shaft
This torque is transmitted through the test gears
back: to the slave gear, where an equal, hut oppo-
site torque is maintained by the oil pressure. This
torque on the test gears, which depends on the
hydraulic pressureapplied to the loading vanes,

loads the gear teeth to the desired stress level, The
two identical lest gears can be started under no

load, and the load can be applied gradually with-
out changing the running track: on the gear teeth.

Separate lubrication systems are provided for
the test gears and the main gearbox. The two
lubrication systems are separated at the gearbox
shafts by nitrogen- gas-pressurized labyrinth seals.
The test gear lubricant is filtered through a SJ,lm
nominal fiberglass filter. The test lubricant can be
heated electrically with an immersion heater ..The
skin temperature of the heater is controUed to
prevent overheating the test. lubricant.

A vibration transducer mounted on the gear-
box: is used to automatically shut off the test rig
when gear surface fatiglleoccurs. The gearbox is
also antomatically shut off if there is a loss of oil
flow to either the main gearbox or the test gears,
if the test gear oil overheats, or if there is a loss of
seal gas pressurization.

The belt-driven test rig canbe operated at
several fixed speeds by changing puUeys.Th.e
operating speed for the tests reponed herein was
W,OOOrpm.
Test Gears. Tile test gears are shown in Fig ..2.
Their dimensions are given in Table 1. Alllhe
gears had a nominal surface finish on the tooth
face of 0.82 urn (32 ,lli:I'I.)rms, The baseline gears
had a standard involute profile; the noninvol.ute
gear had a profile that deviated from a standard
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Fig. 2 Test gearcoaflgurations. (a) Standard involute..(b) Noninvolute,

Table 1 Description of Test Gears"
Pitch diameter, em (in). ,.., 8.89' (3..50)

I Number of teeth , 12
Module (diametral pitch} , , ,..,.7,.4083 (3.4286)
Pressure angle (deg) 200

F - idth - (in.) - - ---- - - -- 0635 (0.250),ace Wl' , em ' m '... . _
Outside diameter em (in.) , 1.0.2558 (4.0377)
Root diameteacm (in.) , ,., ,.,.., 7.248 (2.854)
Tooth thickness (arc), cm (in) L3528 (0.5326),
Fillet radius, em (in.) , , , , O.198 (0.01'78)
Surface finish (min.), m (in.) .., ,.., ,., , , , 0.8 (32)
"'Gears were identical except for the tooth form, which was
involute for the standard gear and noninvo~ute for the other gear.

o 10 20

(II SI~d involute.

o 10 20 :ro
ROLL. 'c»g

(bINO!>i~.

Fig. 3 Tooth profile traces of standard involute and noninvolute gears.
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involute profile as shown in Fi.g.3. The pressure
angle for all the gears was 200 and the contact
ratio was 1.15.
Test Mate:rials ..The test gears were manufactured
from one lot of AJS] E8620 AQHR AMS 6274
material. The chemical composition of the gear
material is shown in Table 2. The heat treatment
for the test gears is described in Table 3. The case
hardness was R 60 with a case depth of 0..147em

c
(0.058 in.); the core hardness was R 40. Pho-

c
tomicrographs of the case an.dcore regions of the
gear material are shown in Figs ..4a and b.
Lubricant All the gears were lubricated with a
single batch of synthetic paraffinic oil The
physical properties of this lubricant are summa-
rized in Table 4.. Five volume percent of an
extr-eme-pressure additive, designated Lub:rizol
5002 (partial chemical analysis given in Table 4),
was added to the lubricant.
Test Procedure. After the test gears were clean.ed
to remove their protective coating. they were
assembled 00 the test rig. The test gears fan in an.
offset condition with a 0.30' em (0..120 in.) tooth-
surface overlap to give a 0'.28 em (0.110 in.) load
surface on the gear face after allowing for the
edge radius on the gear teeth. Ifboth faces of the
gears were tested, four fatigue tests could be run
for each set of gears. AU tests were run-in at a load
per unit length of 1230 N/cm (700 Ib/in.) for one
hour. The load was then increased to 5800 N/cm
(3300 lb/in.), which resulted in at 1.49 GPa (216
ksi) pitch-line maximum Hertz stress. The tooth
bending stress at the worst load point was calcu-
lated to be 0.10 GPa (15 ksi),

Operating the test gears at 10,000 rpm gave a
pitch-line velocity of 46.55 m/sec (9163 Nmin).
Lubricant was supplied to the inlet mesh at 800
cm3/min (49 in.3/min) and 320 ± 6 K (116 ± W"
F). The lubricant outlet temperature was nearly
constant at 350 ± 3 K (170 ± 50 F). The tests ran
continuously (24 ill/day) until the rig was auto-
matically shut down by the vibration detection
transducer (located on the gearbox adjacent to the
test gears) or until 500 hour-sof operation without
failure were completed. The lubricant circulated
through a 5J.l:mfiberglass filter to remove wear
particles, For each test. 3.8 liters (~ gal.) of
lubricant was used. At the end of each test. the
Iubricant and the filter element were discarded.
Oilinlet an.d outlet temperatures. were continu-
ously recorded 011 a strip-chart recorder,

The pitch-lineelastohydrodynamic (EHD) film



Table 2 Chemical Cempositlen 'Of
AISI 8620 Gear Material

Element Content,
wt%

Carbon (core)
Manganese
Phosphorus
Sulfur
SiliCOD
Copper
Chromium
Molybdenum
Nickel
Iron

0.22
.82

.0[3
.01
.27
,[6
.49
.16
.54

Balance

Table.3 Heat Treatment Procedure
(Material, AISI 8620)

Srep Process

Csrbunze at 1200 K (17000 F)
for 8hrs.

2 Temper at 922 K (1200° F)
for 1hr.

3 Austenize or harden at 1118 K
05500 F) for 2.5 hrs,

4 Oil quench

5 Deep freeze at ]90 K (-1200

.F) tor 3.5 hrs.

6 Temper at 436 K (325° F)
for 2 hrs.

thickness was calculated by the method of Dow son
and Higginson.3 It was assumed. for this calcu-
lation, that the gear temperature at the pitch line
was equal to the oil outlet temperature and that the
oil inlet temperature to the contact zone was equal!
to the gear temperature, even though the oil inlet
temperature was considerably lower. It is possible
that th.egear surface temperature was even higher
than the on outlet temperature, especially at the
end points of sliding contact. The EHD film
thickness for these conditions wa .computed to be
0.94 IJIll (37 uin.), which gave an initial ratio of
film thickness to composite surface roughness hi
o of 0 ..82 at the 1.49 GPa (216 ksi) pitch-line
maximum Hertz stress.

Each test conducted with a pair of gears was
considered as a system and. hence. a single test. A
maximum offour tests were conducted wil.h each
peirof gears. Test results were evaluated by using
WdbuU plots calculated by the method of John-
son.4 (A Weibull plot is the number of stress
cycles versus the statistical percentage of gear
systems failed)

Results and Discussion
One lot each of AISI 8620 standard involute

gears and noninvolute gears with the modified
involute profile was endurance tested. Test con-
ditions includeda tangential tooth load of 5800 Nt
em (3300 Ib/in.), which produced a maximum
Hertz stress of L49 GPa (2] 6 ksi), and a speed of
10,000 rpm. The gears failed by classical subsur-
face pining fatigue. The surface pitting fatigue
life results of these tests are shown in the WeibuU
plots of Fig. Sand are summarized :in Table 5.
Surface pitting fatigue life results for the standard
involute gears are shown. in Fig. Sa. The ]0% and

(.a) Case

Fig. 4 Photomicrographs of case and core of AlSl8620 test gear material.
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Table 4 Lubricant Properties
(Lubricant, synthetic par.affinic oil plus additive.*)

Kinematic viscosity,cm%ec (cS) at:
244 K (-200 F) 2500 x 10_2

3 U K (WOOF) 3,1.6 x 10}
372 K (2WO F) 5.5 x 10)
477 K {400° F) 2.0 X 10_2

Flashpoint, K (DF) 508
Fire point, K (oF) 533
Pour point, K (OF) 219

(2500)
(31.6)

(5.5)
(2.0)
(455)
(500)
(-65)

Specific gravity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0.8285
Vapor pressure at 3 [1 K (1000 F). torr 0.1
Specific heat at 311 K (I 00,0 F)I,

J/kg K (Btu/lb oF) 2190 (01.523)
*Additive: 5 vol % Lubrizol 5002 (phosphorus, 0.03
vol %; sulfur, 0.93 vol%).

50% lives were 14.6 x 106 and 45.8 x 106 stress
cycles (24.3 and 76.3 IlJ:), respectively. The
failure index (Le., the number of fatigue failures
out ofthe number ofsets tested) was 20 out of 20 ..
A typical fatigue spall that occurs nearthe pitch
line on a standard involute gear is shown in Fig.
681.. This spall is similar to those observed in
rolling-element fatigue tests. Pitch-line pitting is
the result of at high subsurface shearing stress,
which develops subsurface cracks. The subsur-
face cracks propagate into a crack network that
results in a fatigue spall slightly below the pitch
line, where the sliding condition is more severe.

Surface pitting fatigue life results for the
noninvolute gear systems are shown in Fig. 5b.

The 10% and 50% surface pitting fatigue lives
were 23.2 x I06 and 62.5 x 106 stress cycles (38.1
and 104.2 hr), respectively. The failure index was
18 out of 1.8. Fig. 6b shows a typical fatigue span
for a noninvolute gear. The fatigue spalls and
tooth wear were very similar for both rypes of
gears. The 10% life of the noninvclute gear was
approximately 1.6 times tha: of the standard invo-
lute gears. The confidence number was 77%,
which indicates that. the difference ito surface
fatigue life is statistically significant. (The con-
fidence number indicates the percentage of time
that the rei ative lives of the two types of gears will
occur in the same order.)

The gear life data are summarized in Fig. 5c.
The surface pitting fatigue test data show the
noninvolute gear to be superior in surface pitting
fatigue life to the standard involute gear for the
gear sets tested. It is DOt clear why there was an
improvement in surface pitting fatigue life for the
noninvolute gear, since the fatigue failures oc-
curred near the pitch line, where the load. Hertz
stress, and involute radius are the same for both
types of gears. Since the gears had a very low
contact ratio on only 1.15 because of th.e low
number of teeth, it is possible that the dynamic
load for the noninvolute gear was less than that for
the standard involute gear. Data. from Lin et a1.5

indicate that certain types (or length) of profile
modification give reduceddynamic loads. Since
the non involute gear is a special form of profile
modification, it may have at reduced dynamic
load.

The 10% pitting fatigue life ofthe nonmvelute

{.J Slermrd :1iM:IM••.

2 _1'11-' ' - I
• .810 20 40 eo 100 300 10 20 100eo 100 200 .. ·11t0 20' 40 10 100200

SPECIMEN !:FE. I.IIlLIONS OF STJlESS CYClfS·

Fig. 5 Pitting fatigue lives of carburized and hardened AISI 8620 AMS 6274 standard involute and
noninvolute gears. Speed, 10,000 rpm; lubricant, synthetic paraffinic oil with 5 vol %exlreme-pressure
additive; maximum Hertz stress, 1.49 OPa (216 ksi); temperature. 350 K (1700 F).
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Table 5 Results of Spur Gear Fatigue Life Tests

Pitch diameter, 8..2542 cm(3.2497 in.); maximum Hertz stress, 1.49 GPa. (216 ksi); speed,
10,000 rpm; lubricant, synthetic paraffinic oil; gear temperature. 350 K (170 oF.)

Tooth form 10% life 50% life Weibull Failure Confidence no. at

Gear system life, revelutions slope index* 10% level#

Involute 14.6xlO 6 45.8xW6 1.64 20 out of 20
Noninvolute 23.2 62.5 1.9 I 18 out of 18 77

'" Number of surface fatigue failures out of number of gears 'tested.
# Percentage of time that 10% life obtained with involute gears will have the same relation to
10% life obtained with noninvolute gears.

gear (23.3 million cycles) at the 1.49 GPa. (216-
ksi) maximum Hertz stress was approximately
equivalent to that. of a standard AISI 9310 8-
pitch gear (1'9 minion cycles)' at the same load,
but with a much higher maximum Hertz stress of
1.7 W GPa (248 ksi).'6 The 8-pitch gears had a
contact ratio of 1.638. in contrast to US for the
3.43-diamettaI-pitchgears used in these tests.
Normally, the gear life is inversely proportional
to the stress to the ninth power. 7 In these tests the
low contact ratio may have resulted in higher
dynamic loads on the teeth and therefore in a
higher dynamic maximum Hertz stress and a
reduced life, Results form the NASA gear dy-
namic analysis program show the 12-tooth gear Fi.g. 6 Typical fatigue spall,

(a) Standard gear.

I
I

(b) Nomnvolute gear.

to have a dynami.c load factor of ] .5, in contrast
tol.04forthe8-piteh,28-toothgear.lnaddition,. pitch, ]2-tooth AISI 8620 noninvolutegear was
the AISW 8620 material may have a lower approximately equal to the surface pitting fatigue
fatigue life at the same stress than the AISI life of an 8-pitch, 28-tooth AISI 9310 gear at the
9310 material. same load, but at a considerably higher maximum

Summary of Results
Spur gear endurance tests were conducted to

investigate the effect of the noninvolute tooth
form. on the surtace pittLng fatigue life of gears
with low numbers of teeth. The results were
compared with those for a standard involute
design with ;the same .number of teeth. The gear
pitch diameter was 8.89 em (3.50 in.) with ]2

teeth on both gear designs. Test conditions were
on oil inlet temperature of 320 K (1160 F), all. oil
outlet temperature of 350' K (170'0 F), a maxi-
mum Hertz stress of 1.49 GPa (216 ksi), and a
speed of 10,000 rpm. The following results were
obtained:

I. The noninvolute gear had a surface pitting
fatigue life approximately 1.6 times that of a
standard involute gear of similar design.

2. The surface pitting fatigue life of the 3.43-

Hertz stress.

Aclatowledg,melfl: This article was first printed as NASA.
Technical Memorandum J03H6 AlAA-90·215J. AVSCOM
Technical MemQrandum 9O·C.fXJ8. Reprintedwuh permission.
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Carbide Hobs
Robert IP..PhiUi'ps

Pfauter-:Maaig Cutting Tools •.IUd.•
Loves P'ark, IL

Introduction
The following article is a. collection of data

intended to give the reader a general overview of
information related to a relatively new subject
within the gear cutting industry. Although carbide
hobbing itself is not necessarrly new, some of the
methods and types otapplication are. While the
subject content of this article may be quite broad,
lt should not be considered all-inclusive. The
actual results obtained and the speeds. feeds, and
tool life used in carbide hobbing applications can
vary significantly.

History of ear bide eutting Tools
The use of carbide has been accepted in the

metal cutting tool industry for many years.
Generally, when we talk about carbide cutting
tools. we direct our attention to carbide inserts
used mainly for machining centers and lathes.
Carbide lends itself particularly to these types of
tools for several reasons. One is that the insert
itselfhas a relatively simple geometry (compared
to a hob, for example). This geometry makes
maintaining dimensional. control of the tool. /
somewhat easier during manufacturing process,

These types of tools take advantage of the
benefits of carbide and at the same time tolerate '-:':-,--t+--it---

some of its disadvantages. In most applications,
the tool was used in high-speed, uninterrupted
cuts that required the high heat qualities of the
carbide material, yet was not hindered by the
brittleness and lack of abiHty to withstand shock
loads encountered during interrupted cuts. The
stability of carbide at elevated temperatures also,
allowed insert manufacturers to take advantage of
the properties of CVD titanium carbide and other
CVD coatings to enhance the tool performance.

Early Carbide Hobbing
The benefits realized in the successful appli-

cation of carbide in the insert industry made the
ability to apply the same technology to the hob-
bing industry look. quite attractive. Initially. the

use of carbide here was somewhat limited to those
applications with special needs that. could not be
met by the use of more conventional. materials,
such as high-speed steel,

Examples of these types of applications include
bobbing gear materials, such as plastics, pheno-
lics, or cast iron, These materials have a tendency
to be very abrasive and can be very difficultto hob
using high-speed steels. The high abrasion resis-
tanceof carbide in these cases offset the early
manufacturing problems to be disc ussed in greater
detail later.

Another example of the early use of carbide in
the !'tobbingprocess is in hard fini shing or ski ving

I

NE~G.RA
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hobs. (See Fig. 1.) Here. the tool was used to
finish hob gears after hardening. In many such
cases, th.epart to be hobbed reached hardnesses in
the range of 60Rc. High-speed steel simply
would not hold up because of high part hardness ..

Robbing St.eel From Solid
More recently, a great deal of effort has been

applied to using carbide in cases where normally
high-speed steel bobs would be used. The main
reason for this is the desire to take advantage of
the high production rates that are possible with



carbide. The gear bobbing industry has realized
that in many cases the relatively high tool cost of
a carbide hob can be more than offset by the
reduction of machining costs. We are now using
carbide in applications such as soft bobbing gears
from the solid.

Transfering the technology learned from many
successful years of carbide insert applicationsto
the hobbing industry was very desirable. How-
ever, a number of problems needed to be over-
come before carbide bobbing could be considered
a viableaUemative to high-speed steel hobbing,

One of the first obstacles was the inability of
the older hobbing machines to provide the right
conditions totake advantage of all that carbide
hobs had to offer, Two key factors had to be
addressed. The first was the rigidity of the ma-
chine being used. Because of its extreme hard-
ness, carbide has an inherent tendency to chip, so
every attempt had to be made to minimize
looseness, vibr.ation, and chatter. In many cases
the older machines were not capable of with-
standing the eonditiens created when attempt-
ing to use carbide hobs.

The second item that was critical to the success
of carbide hobbing was the hob head speed ca-
pabilities. To take fun advantage of carbide
materials, hob speeds that had never before been
realistically possible (because of the high-speed
steel. hobs being used) would have to now be
made available, In many cases, hob peeds in the
area of 900 sfm would have to be accommodated.

The bobbing machines were not the only early
obstacles to applying carbide to the hobbing in-
dustry. One of the major problems that needed to
be addressed was the ability of carbide to with-
stand the severe cutting conditions that are present
during the hobbing process. The carbide would

have to be tough enough to aUow the cutting
'edges (individual hob teeth) to continuously enter
and exit the cut duringthe generating process.
The impact and shock resistance of tile carbide
would have to be increased if it were to be used
successfully. Fortunately, over the last few years,
a great deal of progress has been made wi.th.new
gr:adesof carbide, as wellasgrain size control, so
that now numerous selections of grades for a
given application areavailable,

Carbide Hob Manufacturing
Besides the machine and the material Itself,

the problem of manufacturing the carbide tool.
still remained. In most cases, the hob manufac-

turers werenottooled for or experienced in manu-
facturing tools made out of carbide. One attempt
to overcome this was the "bladed' or "tipped"
design. (See Fig ...2.) Withthis design, IIsteel hob
was manufactured. the teeth were removed by
gashing, and carbide blades were inserted and
finished by grinding the teeth in the carbide from
solid. This allowed the manufacturer to use many

.:

I I~ 2 (',11 hid,' 1'1'1"'" 11,,1,
- ---- -- ---- --- --- - -- - -

of the same processes used on standard high-
speed steel. hobs.

Thi.smethod. however. did present sorneprob-

lems, By using a composite design, the manufac-
turer had to develop an effective means of holding
the carbide blade in the steel body. Early on the
most widely used method was brazing. This
method was successful, but. did have drawbacks
because of the heat required to braze. The high
heat made it too difficult to accurately locate the
carbide tip in its proper position. In some cases,
the heat also caused the carbide to crack. because
nf'the difference in thermal expansion properties
between the steel body and tbe carbide blade. The
introduction of new adhesives in recent years
allows the blade to be held effectively without the
need for high heat Positioning of the blades can
now be done very accurately, and cracking has
been virtu any eliminated ..Using this method does
require a more accurate interface between the
blade and body and. in most cases, requires ground
surfaces to assure proper adherence.

To help minimize the amount of form grinding
required to produce the teeth in the blade, one of
two different approaches can be used. The first
is to use preformed tips supplied with the teeto
formed ineach blade by the carbide manufacturer.
The second is to use wire EDM to cut the teeth in
each blade. (See Fig. 3.) The use of blades with
teeth make accurate location of the blades in
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the body even more critical, so here, normally the comer will result in a stress riser thatcould cause
adhesive bond technique is used. cracks to propagate. An external sharp comer

The ability of carbide manufacturers to accu- creates a structurally less sound edge thatcould
rarely produce preformed blanks has solved an- lead to premature failure due to chipping.
other carbide bob manufacturing problem. With high-speed steel. hobs, it is possible to
Through different methods, ranging from pre- grind with an assortment of different types of
form pressing to CNC machining before sinter- grinding wheels (aluminum oxide, silicon car-
ing, manufacturers are now able to deliver much bide, Borazon,® etc.), When grinding with car-
more complex blanks than. in the past. It is now
possible to recei ve preformed hob blanks that

I II /I II TeD 17· II II III
...~

o ....-' "1 i r:J. -
t~~

have the bore, hubs, and gashes roughed into
them. (See Fig. 4.) The hob manufacturer is then
required to complete the grinding operations to

the hole. hubs, sharpening, and tooth form to
finish the hob.

Solid carbide blanks have an advantage over
the composite design in that it is possible to
enhance theperfonnance of the tool with coatings
without the threat of contaminating the furnace
with the braze or adhesi ve bond material.

Design
Certain common practices should be followed

to assure an acceptable design for carbide hobs,
An example of one of these considerations is the
avoidance of sharp comers. An internal sharp

bide, the choice is limited to diamond. Although
work is currently being done to develop a
dressable, vitrified diamond wheel. the majority
of carbide form grinding is done with either
plated diamond or resin bond diamond grinding
wheels. The inability to readily form the diamond
wheels has, in the past, Limited the profile modi-
fications thatarepermissible on the moth flanks.

Maintenance
When discussing the proper maintenance of

carbide hobs, a number of areas must. be ad-
dressed. The first one - often overlooked - is the
special care that must be taken when handling
carbide hobs. Although precautions must be
taken when handling any cutting tool, carbide is
somewhat more brittle than high-speed steel and
more susceptible tochipping and breakage. When
dealing with carbide hobs, special cases fortrans-
porting and storage should be invesngated,

Tooling is another area that should be exam-
ined. Some toelingthat may be considered stan-
dard when u ing high-speed steel hebs, simply
must be avoided when using carbide materials.
One example is any kind of "press type" arbor,
Obviously •.given some ofthe material character-
istics of carbide, any excessive force used with
this type of arbor could lead to cracking sooner
than with. steel hobs.

The only maintenance with which the final
user of a. carbide hob must be concerned is the
proper sharpening of the cutting face of the hob
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when the tool is worn, In practice, the same carbide andcebalthas the widesaindu trialuse. 11'1the
process is used to sharpena carbide hob asa steel case of machining steel, the chips are much different.
hob. The differences are the type 'of grinding from those produced in the early carbide hob applica-
wheel used, the feeds and speeds, and possibly the tions discussed previously. The chip in this case can
coolant used Diamond gJiinding wheels should be relatively long and stringy. The properties of the
be used when sharpening carbide hobs, We have newer grades 'of carbide for these applications have
bad success using hath plated diamond and re in been tailored to meet ,the needs present here.
bonded diamond grinding wheels. The actual The strength and hardness ofa cobalt-bonded tung-
wheel specification can vary according to the sten carbide section depends primarily on the unifor-
machine being used, and the surface finish and miry and the thickness achieved in the cobalt film
amount of stock removal required, The wheels
we have found successful are:

• Plated - Universal Super Abrasive

(Elgin !Diamond) 180 Grir

• Resin Bond - Universal Super

Abrasive (Elgin Diamond)

[80 Grit 100 concentration

Both wheels are capable of producing surface
finishes of ]6J,! or better (resin as low as as 6-
Bmm) if applied correctly.

Grinding wheel speeds will vary according to
the type of wheel being used" but, typically, to
provide the proper cutting conditions, the speed
will be in the range of 6500/6700 sfm. The table
feed rate should stay in the area of four inchesper
minute. The stock removal rate is very critical
when sharpening carbide hobs. The rate of re-
movalis much less than with steel. hobs. Nor-
mally .001 stock removal perpass of the grinding
wheel should not be exceeded. Stock removal
rates much higher than this can lead to heat
generation" causing sharpening cracks. Note that
using magnaflux to detect cracks in carbide tools
(as, might be done with steel hobs) is not recom-
mended. A more readily accepted method for
erack detection in carbide is a. chemical means,
such as Zyglo.

One final. topic to cover in the proper mainte-
nance of carbide hobs is the coolants being used,
not only in the sharpening operation, but also in
the bobbing application. Cutting oils should be
evaluated to assure that no elements in the chemi-
cal make-up of the oil may be detrimental to the
carbide materia] itself. Certain sulfur and chlo-
rine additives can tend to leach the carbide bind-
ers, leaving an.extremely brittle cuttingedge that
will lead to premature failure of the tool.

Carbide Properties
Of the many different types of carbide materi-

als available today" the one based on tungsten

surrouadingfhe carbide particles, This is controllable
by adjusting the proportion of cobalt to tungsten car-
bide and, to a lesser degree, by varying the particle size
of'the tungsten carbide. Smaller amounts of cobalt will
result in the structure assuming properties more like
tungsten carbide itself; namely, higher hardness and
increasing tendency toward brittleness and lower
strength. The effect of cobalt on hardness and strength
is represented in figs. 5 and 6.

Aside from its tremendous compressive strength
and hardaess.the best known characteri stic of carbide
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is its abrasionresistance, (See Fig, 7.) However, in Fig. 9. In many cases, within a specific grade,
a direct relationship exists between these two there may be variations as far as grain structure
characteristics and the transverse rupture strength. and size to help tailor the performance to an
This is a measure of shock resistance. (See Fig. 8.) application. The carbide vendor should be in-

Carbide Grades eluded in discussions regarding grade selection ..

Each carbide vendor has a wide selection of Application Results
carbide grades available for a given application, As stated in the introduction, tile actual results
The primary bases for selection of a specific obtained in specific applications of carbide hob-
grade of carbide are the material being cut and the bing can vary great! y. The following examples
type of cutting application being performed. A are included for reference only, but can help give
chart showing a number of different carbide veri- an indication as to the possible benefits obtain-
docs and their specific grade designations is shown able with the proper application of carbide hobs.
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Example 1
Part. Data:
Number of teeth
Pitch
Outside diameter

'1M .. ~ t~1O
""CNC "'550

12&4 "S3Ij
GIl "S15
THfRMIU 370

'AOoUWiIlllOO

Machining Data:

Speed RPM
Speed SFM
Feed rate
Shift Amount
# pieces per shift

'110 t510
"CNC "7&\ "550
1~ ~ "515

I!!IiTHE __ ~

C'? PIO FmhCW

,N»II». 3000' t510
"'IX tMS

lAOXIOE a50
541

'110

(;,10

f'W); l1li5
f).f _s..raa ..._ A 813

en w.. ~
IWvySl»ok 188

'I!!OTES:

'TIO t510
c.a P05 _r,.,q "IX 1~

nI, IIID1III IIIMlCIIT
M1RROMIU

III

HDIS

Steel Hob vs. Carbide Hob Comparison

11 Helix angle 0
30 Face width 0,53

0.46 Hardness Rc 35

Hob Data:
# threads
Material Steel ,(M3+TiN) vs Carbide

Outside diameter 1.25

Steel.
500

[63
..030
,,009

~

Carbide
2500

820
,035
,.009

2

MAY/JUNE U91 35



Total Cost Per Part Analysis

I.Tool cost per part
Cost of too)
No. of pieces per sharpening
Amt. of stock removed per
sharpening
No. of sharpenings per hob
Total pieces per too]

Total cost per piece

II. Hobbing cost per part
Feed
Hob travel - inches
No. of teeth in part
No. of threads in hob
Hob speed - rpm
Helix angle - degrees

Hobbing time per piece (min.)
Shop labor rate per hour

Hobbing cost per piece

m Total. cost per part
Tool cost + Bobbing cost

Steel. Carbide

$300 $1300
140 280

.Ql0 .005
9 18

1260 5040

$0.23 $0.26

.030 .035

.530 530
11 11
1 1

500 2500
o 0

.390 .067
$50 $50

$.325 $..056

$.555 $3]6

Example 2
Steel Hob Vs. Carbide Hob Comparison

Part Data:
Number of teeth
Pitch
Outside diameter

Hob Data:
# threads
Material.

42 Helix angle 21
17.8 Face width 1.00

2.585 Hardness Shu 180

Steel-a Carbide-I Outside diameter 2.75
Steel (M3+TiN) VS. Carbide

Machining data:

Speed RPM
Speed SF1Yll
Feed rate
Shift amount
# pieces per shift

Steel
285
205
.060

..0036
1

Carbide
WOO
720
.200

.0009
1



TOTAL COST PER ANALYSIS

I. Tool cost per part
Cost of tool
No. of pieces per sharpening
Amt. of stock removal per
sharpening
No. of sharpenings per hob
Total pieces per tool.

Steel Carbide

$1190 $3680
1500 6000

.015 .008
16 30

24000 180000

$0.05 $0.02Tool cost. per piece

n. Hobbing cost per part
Feed
Hob travel - inches
Number of teeth in part
N umber of threads in hob
Hob speed- RPM
Helix angle - degrees

.060 .200
1.01) 1.00

42 42
4

285 1000
21 21

.657 .225
$50 $50

$.548 $.188

Mobbing time per piece (min.)
Shop labor rate per hour

Hobbing cost. per piece

m..Total cost per part
Tool cost + hobbing cost $..598 $.208

Acknowledgement: This article was presented at the Society of Manufacturing Engineers Gear Clink in Nashvitte,

TN. Oct., 1990. Reprinted with permission.
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SpeciallForms

Spline & Serrat.ion
lMu'jt;jpleThread

Shank TYl)e

A Complete tine of

'GEAR GlEN ERAT'I INiGI TOOLS
12 PIt&t! II Finer HOas, At.&.BORJ SIZE'

Shaper Cutters
IDisc Type· Shank1Y,pe

Rack Milling: Cutters
Thread

Millingl Cutters
TRU-VOILUTE PVD GOLD
Titaruum-Nitnde Coated Hobs & Cutters
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Caralog avsllable upon /"f/que.sl

UlUSSEL'L, W'OIJBI'OOK ,I T] IIEIDIISION, INC'.
TiEL.: (201) '670-42.20

2 NORTH STREET. WAUDWICK, NEW JERSEY 07463
FINE MACHINE TOOLS SINCE 1915

FAX.: (201) 670-4266
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Step Into GEAR EXPO'91
"'The World ofGearing"

Detroit Cobo Conference & Exhibition Center
October 20 - 23,1991

+- The industry's leading marketplace
ror new produds and state-of .. he-
art technology

+- Over SO%larger than 'Gear E~po '89'

+- NowheR else can you meet so many
potential suppliers under one roof

+-Exhibiting more machinery than
ever before

+- Witness live dem.onst~aii.ons of the
gearing process from start to finish!

+- Special hotel, ainaR, and tar rental
rates ....

,+Minima.1 time required away from
theomce ...

+- And at a convenient location.

CIR.ClE A-.23 on READERREP,lY CARD

WMW:NILES - recognized around the worild fO.r
excellence in .spurand helical gear generatingl
grinders. Only NII..ES 'lets you select.1ill'om bothl
high precision, PLCs and fjeld~proven CNCs
equipped with electronic gear boxes.

The NILES CNC Gear Grinder eliminates change
gears for faster set-ups, and automatically
checks input data for correctness within permls-
sible parameters. P,lain !Ianguage programming
and a library of pre-programmed 'cycles,further
ease set-up and operation. Aut'omatic wheel
wear compensation and an optional 2- or 4-axis,
CNC wheel dresser is available.

lihe NlILESgeargeneratingl process is the fastest
and most cost. effective method for grinding
small and medium produetien runs. Grindin-g
qualiity to AGMA14 and better can be reat- -
izedon gears with outside diameters from
24" to 137".

WMW MACHINERY INC.
570 Bradley Hill Road

Blauvelt,New York 10913
914358-3330· Fax914 358-2378

Telex 4756017
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When a Customer Files
Bankruptcy: Write-Off is Not

Your Only Remedy

m ankruptey filings
have 110t noticeably
declille~ despite the

-- ecOI'lOlDlC reccOvery
of the Reagan years. Busi-
nesse continee to receive
notices that their customers
!lave filedbankrnptcy, Many
of them are writing off sig-
nificant 10 ses each year as 3J

result. Despite the frequent
use of bankruptcy by debtors,
many business owners and
managers have little orno idea
of the post-bankruptcy rem-
edies available to them.

Once bankruptcy is flied,
you are subject to the auto-
matic stay. You 110 longer
have a right [0 prosecute any
lawsuits anticipated or pend-
ing against the debtor. Y,ou
no longer have the right to
repossess collateral. ~n the
possession of the debtor
withoutpriorcowtorder. You
no longer have the right to
offset accounts, wilhoutprior
court order. AU actions
against the debtor must stop.

The remedies available to'
you differ in a Chapter 71iq.
uidation from those in Cha-p-
ter I ~ reorganization. A
Chapter 7 contemplates tum-
over of all the debtor's non-
exempt assets to an indepen-
denttrustee to liquidate. The
only recovery the creditors
will receive will be derived

Gary D. IBoyn

from. the value of the assets
administered by the trustee.
The debtor will be forever
discharged from any obliga-
tion to repay his debts in-
cl.IJ'OOd prior to bankruptcy.
Under Chapter I.I, the debtor
is proposing to continue to
operate bis business under the
protective ann of the court.
He will usuaUyact ashis own
trustee as debtor-in-posses-
sion. He will hold and con-
trol his assets, continue to' do.
business, and ultimately me
a plan of reorganization. In
most cases, he will propose to
pay only part. of his debts and
will be discharged from the
balance.

File a Claim
Ua Cnapter7 is med,credi-

tors should me proofs ofclaim
wi.ththe bankruptcy clerk,
These are simple, one-page
fonns that can be obtained
from your attorney or the
clerk, In most cases, you can
fill out the forms yourself. Be
sure to attach any written evi-
d nee of debt you have. such
as invoices and promissory
notes. If you have any
knowledge: of fraudulent
,oonveyances by the debtor
prior to. bankruptcy •. pay-
ments, of large sums to fam-
ily members or preferred
creditors. unusual gifts or
transfers of property prior to

bankruptcy, or other m is-
dealings by the debtor, no-
tify the appointed ttuslee. The
trustee has only the intorrne-
tion contained in. the debtor's
schedules, and without credi-
tors' assistance. he will rare-
ly discover hidden assets.

Obj,ect to Disc:l1arge
Creditors should also de-

termine whether they were
induced to. extend credit to
'the debtor by any fraudulent
or false representation. You
have the right to object to
discharge of the debtor if you
can prove he i hiding assets
from the estate, has been
guilty of fraudulent convey-
ances within one year before
filing, has committed fraud
in obtaining mO.ney or prop-
erty. or is failing to comply
with orders 'of the court. ~f
you think you h ve grounds
for such objection. di cuss
them with your attorney. as
you must act before the dis-
charge is granted.

Reclaim Goods
If you have shipped prod!

Managi:ngl allbusiness in
today's, ¥o,l!atUe eco-
namic envirlonme'nt is
tough. LetUMsnag;e.ment
IManers" II'end 81 hand.
from its paiges leam
aboutsubjects I;ike mar-
k'eting,. 'overseas trad'e.•
II!alb,orrel!ations, eco-
nomic trends, en¥;i'ron~
mental lssues, andl
product liabili~. Ten us
what management mat-
lers interles! you. Write
tOI us as P'.D. Box 1!426"
EI'k Gro,ve. II.. 60009. or
'call ourstaH aUl,08)1431'·
6604.

Gary Do. IBoynl
is a partner in (he
£I&rl, IN. law jirm of
Warrick. W:!!over " Boyn.
He advises businesses
regarding corporate and
commercial matters,
including al! aspects of
bankruptcy law. /fyou
Milt questions for Mr.
BOYIl', circle Rtadtr
Serdc« No. 3.7:.
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IT'S ~rIMf: TO, ADVERTISE
IN

1j,:;:;~~~~!~Gear Technology.
~ Don't. let the

competition
get the
edge!

... Reach decision
makers around

the world.

It's high
time you
called,

(708) 437-6604

QUALITY
GEARS
UP TO AGMA 15, Mll-I-4520BA & MIL-STO-45662

I FROM A SINGLE GEAR TO LONG RUN PRODUCTION, INCLUDING
PROTOTYPE & EMERGENCY REPAIR/REBUILD SERVICE

I

SIZE RANGE: fROM UNDER 1'1048" DIAMETER
R'e'ishaluer G;'r,ound IGears,

I I Most Typ,e! G,ea'rs lManufactu!r,ed
I Compl'leteto !Custome,rSpecifications

• METRIC OR AMERICAN STANDARD
• SPUR, INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
• HELICAL, INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
• WORMS, WORM GEARS
• SERRATIONS • SHAFTS
• SPLINES, INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
• SPROCKETS • CLUSTERS
• SEGMENTS '. SPINDLES
• RATCHETS· GEAR BOXfS

, .-. ·f.'~1• I~ ••.•
-c-

.1' • ..;t. "1'.t\ ._..~ '"'I
IFI.IUy Implemented SPC, and data

communications capabilities, utilizing
- state 01 tile al'l CMMI's and M 81MI precision

~ . gear che,ckerto 3D," diamele,r 1018" face.

- 5a;,.lane (lea,., .!Jnc.,
P.o. BOX 409. PLYMOUTH, MI 48170

(313) 459'-2440
'In Mich.1-800-4B2-1773 • FAX (313) 459-2941
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uct to the debtor just prior to
bankruptcy, you have the ri.ght
to reclaim goods within 10
days after their receipt, This
right applies when the goods
were sold 011 credit while the
debtor was insolvent. If you
find this is the case, immedi-
ately inform your attorney,
who,will file all action m the
bankruptcy court to obtain
court approval. of your retak-
ing the property ..

Obtain Relief
If you have a lien on the

debtor's property. and you
bel ieve the value of the prop-
erty is less than the amount
you are owed, you may me an
application for relief from the
automatic stayand abandon-
ment. Relief from stay will
allow you to take action to
recover the property, Aban-
donment is nothing more than
a disclaimer of interest by the
trustee. The trustee must
conclude that there is no value
to be recovered for unsecured
creditors. If the debtor's
schedules indicate there is no
value in excess of your lien.
the trustee win usually con-
sent to abandonment. If the
schedules indicate that there
is equity, yOIlshould have the
property appraised to prove
the debtor was incorrect.

I Once the property is abaa-
,I doned, you canexercise any

I remedy you would normally
have under the law just as if
no bankruptcy were pending.

Chapter 11
IT a. Chapter l l is filed,

you should consider some
additional actions, You
should always rue apreof'of
claim. Ifyou do not, the debt
as listed by the debtor in his
schedules win conrrol. If he
substaatielly devalued you

claim in the schedules, his
figure will govern if you have
notfiIed a claim. In addition,
if the case is ultimately COIl.-

verted to Chapter 7 liquida-
tion, you must have a claim
on file in order to share in the
final settlement,

.Joint Creditors'
Committee

IT you are an unsecured
creditor and have a large claim
againstthe debtor, you should
consider joming the creditors'
committee. The members of
the creditors' committee act
on behalf of all unsecured
creditors and review the fi-
nancial records ofthe debtor,
negotiate with the debtor as
to the contents of the pro-
posed plan of arrangement,
and recommend to creditors
whether to accept or reject
the plan. The debtor will at-
tempt to negotiate as cheap a
deal with creditors as he can,
If you want your money, you
should be prepared to fight
for it.

Attend First Meeting
The unsecured creditors

should have someone in at-
tendance at the first meeting
of creditor to interrogate the
debtor. There is a great deal
of information to be gathered
at that meeting, It is normal
for debtors to overv at tie their
property in the bankruptcy
schedules in order to demon-
strate that they have substan-
tial equity and a reasonable
likelihood of surviving if they
can get tneir debts extended.
Careful cross-examination as
to the source and validity of
the figures used in the sched-
ules can help later in disputes
over the value 'of secured
claims and the ability of the
debtor to finance a plan, It is



also important to determine
what caused the debtor to
become bankrupt, andto de-
termine what efforts the
debtoris making to remedy
those causes, It is important
to determine the present fi-
nancial structure of the com-
pany and the debtor's break-
even point for operations. If
the debtor is continuing to
operate at Less than break-
even level during the Chapter
11, people supplying credit
to him during the Chapter 11
are at risk, andthe debtor is
not generating cash with
which 10 fund a plan. The
court will not be inclined to

secured parties have the right
to seek relief from stay and
abandonment of their prop-
erty from the estate, If you
are a secured creditor, and
your property is in the hands
of the debtor, you should
contact your attorney to ne-
gotiate an agreement that you
will have a continuing lien on
the same assets and any pro-
ceeds, products.and replace-
ments thereof. If you do not
do so, and the debtor seUs
your collateral and reinvests
the money in the business.
your lien will disappear. Ad-
equate protection can also
mean providing a form of in-

l\IANAG El\ IE0JT' l\IJ\T"TERS
-- ---- --

allow a debtor to operate in-
definitely under such condi-
tions, The creditors have no
way to moni.tor the debtor's
performance unless they be-

gin with some understanding
of his financial position,

Requesting a Review
lithe creditors believe that

the debtor has committed
fraudulent acts, is untrust-
worthy. or is dissipating the
assets of the estate, thecredi-
tors have the right to seek
appointment of an examiner
to review the acts and finan-
cial condition of the debtor,
and to seek appointment of an
independent trustee to oper-
ate the debtor's business dur-
ing Chapter 11.
Seek Adequate Protection

In Chapter 11, the debtor
is entitled to use property that
has been pledged to secured
parties unless the secured
parties object. If they object,
they are entitled to adequate
protection of their collateral,
If that does not occur,the

suranceor surety to protect
the value of the collateral or
depositing money instead of
physical assets as collateral.

The debtor has no right
under the Bankruptcy code to
use "cash collateral" without
prior approval of the bank-
ruptcy court. Cashcollateral
is cash, negotiable instru-
ments, documents of title,
securities, deposit accounts,
or othercashequivalents. The
debtor can use it only if each
entity with an interest in that
cash collateral consents to
sach I!se, OF thecourt has held
a hearing and thereafter per-
mits such use. If your secu-
rity is cash collateral. you
should contact the debtor im-
mediately upon the filing of
bankruptcy and advise him
that you do not consent to
such use unless he grants you
adequate protection. Any
agreement reached should.be
reduced to writing and ap-
proved by the bankruptcy
court Although the Bank-

mptcy Code specifically pro-
hibits the use of cash collar-
eral, most debtors will dip
into money on hand to fi-
nance operations, Secured
creditors must move quickly
to minimize their risks.

Obtain Informati.on
Creditors can have a sub-

stantial voice in the operation
of the Chapter 11 if they take
an active role. The creditors'
committee can demand to be
informed of every material
decision made by the debtor-
in-possession that. affects its
operations. It can demand
more frequent and detailed
financial accountings and
meetings with. the officers of
the debtor to review the
progress of the company, If
the creditors are concerned
about mismanagement, they
can ask the court to limit the
debtor's ability to operate his
business, limit the amount of
executive compensation to be
paid, limit capital expendi-
tures, or change the debtor's
management.

Review Discl.osure
Statement

Many financial disclosure
statements actually provide
little financial information. If
the debtor does not give suf-
fieient financial information
prior to filing a plan,credi-
tors may object In most in-
stances, .if your objections are
reasonable. the court will Of-

der the debtor to amend his
disclosure.

File Creditors' Plan
The debtor has the exclu-

sive right to file the plan of
arrangement within the first
four months of bankruptcy.
Once the exclusive period has
run, whether or notthe debtor
has filed his plan, creditors

have the right to developsnd
propose their own plan of ar-
rangement. The creditors'
plan may simply propose to
liquidate all of the assets and
pay the claims as allowed by
the court In some cases,lihat
plan may be more reasonable
than the debtor's plan to re-
tain his assets and stay in
business, Creditors should
con ider filing their own plan.

Vote No
Even if the creditors do

[lot file their own pl.an,lhey
need not accept the debtor's.
If the creditors are convinced
that. the plan offers too little,
they should considercontact-
ing other credhors and solic-
iting their rejections of the
proposed plan. The court has
the right to approve the plan
if the court determines that
the creditors are receiving as
much under the plan as they
would receive if the debtor
were liquidate under Chapter
7. In most cases, the court
does 110t forceacceptance of
the plan, however • and th
creditors' rejection of the
debtor's plan. will force Irim
to offer a better deal.

When your account debt-
ors file bankruptcy, you have
the right and power to do more
than simply write off your
debt and take a bad debt de-
duction on your tax return.
You have a number of op-
tions that may reduce your
losses. Discuss these options
with your attorney , Ignoring
the case is 11.0t. the answer.
The materia! in this articte is pro-

vided for general informalion una
should nor be relied uP/}/!'as legal
advice generally or in ally particular
situation. Readers should consult

their own legal counselfor advice as

to how the subject matter of this

article may alfl'ct them,
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We've added a new
dimension. in service
and support to our
am(anced 3-D gear-

I measuring machines.
If you haven't Ilooked at us lately, here's some big news:

Haf,lsr CNC geaJ-measuring machines and software now come
from the Industrial 'Measuring Technology Division
af Garl Zeiss, line., a world leader in coordinate
metrology equipment.

As the 'gear experts at Zeiss, Hofler lis
now more responsive than ever. 'Our full-service
locations across the U.S. provide whatever you
need-sales, operator training, maintenance or
repacemem parts.
An extra dimension. in.speed and precision..

All Hofler machines feature a unique three-

dimensional probe head that allows faster, more accurate
testing of profile and lead. Even the simplest Hofler model
is more precise than any competingl machine in the industry.

Hofler products ineluoe the ZME series for cylindr'ica'l
gears, the IEMZ series for universa'i gear measuring, and the
ZMC model for yom most demandingllaboratory, 3-D and
bevel,-gear applications. You can also choose from fhree
distinct software' packages that run on a networked or stand-
alone IBM AT-compatib-Ie or Hewlett-Packard computer.

• CaD today for llterature or a demenstearlon,

1-800-,888-1967Ext.51
Or see your local Zeiss representative.

Carl ZeiSS, Inc.

IMT DiviSion



American Gear Industry Faces
Major Challenges

[J ive years of effort byAGMA :

came. to.fru~tiOnlDJanuary W.ith :

I

the publishing of a report from
the Department of Commerce,

This "National Security Assessment of
the U.S. Gear Industry" indicates that if
serious measures, are not taken, the gear
industry'sfuture is in jeopardy. It also
sets the tone for confronting major
challenges now looming large in our
:industry.

The report states: "The continued
v iaibilityof the dome tic gear industry is
critieal te U.S. national security and
economic compet:itiveness,' and that the
outlook for the ]990s is dim. Today the
gear industry is notcapable of meeting
potential gear production demands in a
national emergency. The situation is
most acute in the aerospace and marine
gear sectors.

The Report
Analyzing profitabi.lity, R&D, capi-

ta] mvestment, and surge and mobiliza-
tion capaeity of tlre gear industry, the
report portrays a sigeificanr decline dur-
ing the last decade. It also points to
major infra structural problems that can
only be addressed by broad reforms,
Gear industry facts cited include:
.Employment has shrunk since 1980.
By 1987, the total number of employees
had fallen by 3,7%, with production
workers down nearly 40%.
-Pre-tax profitability fell each year from
1984 to 1988 and was very unevenly
distributed. reflectiag the diversified
nature of the industry,
-The largest Ll.S, gear producers (500+
employee ) were disproportionately

Rick. Norment
IExecutive Dilrector. A'GMA

damaged by the industry's decline in the ~ gency, As it stands now, the defense-
1980s. They will continue to be hardest: intensive aerospace and mariae gear
hit in the 1990s due to increasing pres- sectors are already unable to reach
sure from importers. emergency surge and mobilization pro-
-Sales declined during the 1980s as most duction targets.
gear end-markets experienced their worst DOC officials predict that oves a.
contraction since World War Il. third of our industry's companie a
-Alternative technologies have further they exist today will di appear withm
eroded market oppertunities for
the U.S. gear industry.
.The outlook for the l990s is for contin-

- --
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ued decline in end-market industries
(farm, construction •.andloil :fieldequip-
ment). TIlls translates into decline in the
gear industry as well.

Commercial Sector implicati.ons
The iDOC report 'establishes a clear

link: between the defense and commer-
cial sectors of the gear industry, Pro-
duction of gears for defense purposes
cannot survive without a viable com-
mercial industry. Besides being v ital to
tile performaaceandcenstmcrinn of
nearly all weapon systems. gears are
also basic components fortransporta-
tion and industrial machinery. Many
AGMA companies make industrial gears
that they consider "non-defense,' On
closer scrutiny, these companies may

discover that the gears they manufacture
actually go to 'OEMs that perform work
for government contracts. This com-
mercial base is critical to maintain
manufacturing technology. a skilled la-
bor pool, and capacity that. can be con-
verted to defense use if necessary.

Insufficiem gear industry capacity in
any sector means the industry would be
unaole to meet potential gear produetion
demands ina national ecurity emer-

the next ten years. Severe international
competition threaten our indu try lead-
ers. Citing the underlying causes as
erosion of our markets, older equip-
ment, and under-investment in capital
and research, the report stares that inter-
national competition has been a major
factor in the decline of the industry.
Gear imports during ]988 were $435
million. In 1990 they were over $500
million, an increase of more than 19%.

Government Assis&ance?
As an initial step toward meeting thi

crisis, the report recommends direct
government assistance in rebuilding the
gear industrial base. The proposal rep-
resent a significant change :in altitude
and we an important first step.

The D'OC report recommends in-
creased availability of'low-i nteres Iloans
and use of the Department of Defen e'
(DOD) Industrial Modernization Incen-
tive Program to assist in plant modern-
ization. The Bureau of Export Adminis-
tration (BXA) propo e . that Census,
Trade Administration. and AGMA offi-
cials meet to begin to olve current de-
fieienciesin trade statistics to improve
government moniroring of tradeprob-
lems. Additionally,. BXA will as
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sist by spearheading a meeting with
Technology Administration officials to

create shared flexible manufacturing
oentersand R&D consortiums, allowing
collaboration between gear producers
andlor their suppliers, More assistance
in the development of technology and
modernization of manufacturing pro-

Our international trading partners
fully understandthe significance of a
232 Petition. In the midst of the Iraq
War,a delegation of European gear
manufacturers, traveled to Washington
in February to discuss trade issues with
the AGMA Board of Directors. hl their
words, they weretrying to "; .aven a

cesses from the National Institute of trade war." European representatives
Standards and'Iechnology is also urged. are threatening retaliation even before
The report further recommends expand- tile 232 filing has occurred!
ing the SCDpe of its [NFAC program to AGMA and its members fully recog-
include aU gear sectors and urges broader
DOD participation,

The report suggests that DOD and
DOC begin monitoring the troubledfirms
in the gear industry. If one OJ more
should fait], the report suggestslhat ca-
pabilities of other U.S. firm should be
developed to meet defense-critical
needs. Finally, DOC encourages
our industry toconsolidate :Lntolarger,
more technologically effieieru firms to
oburin better access to capital for invest-
ment in the latest t.echnologies.This
all sounds good, but what's the catch?
These are just "recommendations," not
"directives" that would guarantee pro-
gram. funding. AGMA and you must
ensure that proposed solutions are
implemented ..

Moving Ahead!
How do we move ahead? As a first

step, AGMA's Board of Directors has
decided to file a 232 Petition. A 232
action investigat.esthe effect of imports
on national security. Under the provi-
sions of the Omnibus Trade and Com-
petitiveness Act of 1988, the President
must determine which actions arenee-
essary to adjust imports that threaten to
impair national security. These could
incl ude restrictions on federal procure-
ment practices (e.g, "Buy America"
provisions): funding for manpower
traming programs; assistance :Lnplant
modernization; federal funding of in-
dustry research; and the collection of
better trade ststistics. The President
could also restrict imports by establish-
ing quotas. imposing tariffs, or negoti-
ating a voluntary restraint agreement

nize that successful internationaltrade
competition requires a level playing field.
Currently, unreciprocal trade relation-
ships and disparate manufacturing envi-
ronments stifle U.S. gear manufactur-
ers' ability to thrive, rebuild, or modem-
ize ..The 232 may provide some "breath-

GUEST EDITORIAL
i.ng room" to achieve this goal. If we
cannot make headway voluntarily.,tnen
AGMA may have no recourse but to
push for sanctions against unfairtrading
practitioners, A key avenue of redress :is
the 232 Petition.

This report goes along way toward
focusing public attention on the gear
industry. However, for thegovernmem
(Q. act decisively, the active support of
the entire gear industry will be required.
Equally important is gaining the support
of our political leaders at both the state
and federal levels. To marshall our
force: , AGMA win distribute a survey,
"Do You Know Your Elected Officials?"
By effectively using the personal ties
AGMA members, have with these elected
officials, A'GMA will act! We need
AGMA member CEOs to lead this ef-
fon! With your help. the American gear
industry will once again resume its strang
position in both the domestic and global
markets.

For a copy 01 the Report National Securiry

tbS(ssmenuzfthe U S Gearlndu,uQ!. contact

the Office ofIndustrial Resource Administration,

United Slates Department of Commerce, 2021

377-3984.



:S~ANDARD
UNIT +-

OPT,IOruu.
EQUIP,MENT

FLEXIBLE
SYSTEM

,FEATURES,
* Options Install and Remove

in Second's
* Multiple Operations j:n

One Cyde
* ID/OD DeblJrring

James Engineering ,. ]] 707 McBean 011'..• EI' Monte. CA 917320 (8181,442-2898 • Fax ISUJ 442-0374

ADDITIONAIL OPTIONS

* Dust Collectors
* CNC Controls
* Autoload/unload
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SERVICE
----------------------------------------

GEAiR MANUFACTURIINGI
ENG'IN!EER1NG,SERVICE.S
SE:ND YOUR, INSTRUMENIT IHOME..
Factory rebuildingl Qf 'FELLOWS

gear measuring instruments.
OEM. Or'iginal

IN THE SAME ROOM THEY WERE BUILT.
'Preventative maintenance/

Cel1ification contracts
SEA~I&'E

AU. MEASURING"lNSTRlJMENTSI
GEAR SHAPERS (1'9'70 "'" up)

SEMINARS
Basic gear theory/gear measuring

Production estimating/SPC

100 RiverS!.
Springfield, VT051'56

,(802) 885·9176
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G'EAR 'TESTING, AND
DES!IGNI FA.C:ILlTIES

.' GEAR DESIGNI (NiOISE ... STHEN(3TH).,
• ROTATING GEAR (TORQUE ... SPEED

OONiiROL) TEST MACHINES.
• SINGLE TOOTH BENDING IFATIGUE

TESTING.
• STATISTICAL PLANNING - ANALYSIS.
• WROUGHT STEELS, SINTERED

METALS, NON-METALLIC MATlS.
• CAD IFACII.IITIIES FOR LOW COST

SET·UP.
• CUSTOM lEST MACI-IINE DESIGN.
'. EXPEFUENOED PERSONNEL

PACKER: ENiGINEE'RIING,
708/505-5722, ,ext. 214

BOX 353,INAPERVIlUE, IL 60566

G:EAR TOOTH'
GRINDING SERVI:CES

• Production and Prototype !Quantities
• Specialists in Gear Tooth Grinding
'. Abl'e' to match ,delivery to your needs
• Gear Tooth GrindingCapacity to 21.5,

inch IPitch diameters
• Alii servioes, to AGMA standards

CfRTIAIEDGEAR IliNSP,ECTION

PRO-GEAJlIQOMPkNV, NC•.
23 Dick Road

Depew, NY M043
Phone (716) 684,3811

Fax (116) 684-n17
Sales Reps. Wanted

'CIRCI.!E .A·29 on, READER REPLY CARD'

COMPIW 11 FACI'O,RY AUIIH:ORliZE,DSERVIC·E, AINID 'PAIS
FOR ALL
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_AAG
ZURICIHi

IE'QU'liPME.NI

,0 THE ONLY FACTORY TRAINED AND CERTIF,IEDMAINTENANCE PERSONNEL IN AMERICA.

,0 TH'E ONLY FACTORY IO.E ..M ..) LICENSED PA!RTSDISTRIBUTOR IN AMERICA.
e RECALIBRATION AND CERT,IFICATION OF MEASURING DEVIICES.
0' COMPETITIVE RATES...

1(C@2=
IIiiMERICAN1IlB'ERLI~ONJ 5'021 Chase Avenue . Downers Grovel ll 60515
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SERVICE

I

I GEAR NOI~E E~IIM,rNATED
W,HILE TO,RQUE

I CAPACITY IS INCREASED
I The century-okl probfem of ,gear. noise

has finally been solved! With thaaid m
an ingenious new c~ncept and the
powerful f18'N tool' of computer simLlIar
t,ion. linvolute ,gearing can now be de-

I signed that is not only Q)Jiet at all loads
and ,811 speeds:, but also has a
substantially hfghef tOK{uecapaclty
man, ,conventional irrvolute gearing. All
redesigns guaranteed. 'Write or call for
details and!/or q,uotation.

AJicofIlliur 'CompanV
IP.O. Box 9122

Berkeley; CA 94709'
(415) ·843-83001
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G,!EAR INSPECTION
Let us solve your gear inspection pr·ob-
lams. Repair., rebuild,or update your
present i.nstruments to new .1991 dl,lsigns.
We can improve your ,gear inspection ca-
pabilities.

We have desig n and manufacturing expe-
rience in all gear inspection areas. With
factory trained personnel, we certify, re-
pair, and rebuild Illinois and Fellows,lead,
Involute tooth space, and gear charters.
(Combl ned: Over 100 years expe rience.)

'We bel ieve in prompt service and reason-
,able prices for our customers. I..et us
make your gear inspection instruments
and chart recorders perform like new.

MSlllufl!ctlned Gear 81Gage,
P.O. Box 7155

IElgln.lJIl~ols '60121
,1708) 141-.2410 or
·(708)377-2496

CIATEQ
COMPUTER AmED GEAR

DESIGN SERVICE &
CONSULTANCY
$150.00 each pair

SPUR & HELICAL

Optimum gear set design
within your manufacturing

capabilities to satisfy
your performance requirements

at the lowest cost
phone 011 (52) 42 163809

fax on (52) 42 163808
ext, 199
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HELP WANTED

SA-LESM-EN -w- A-N--TED'I. -=-= -=_ _. _-' J I .,

Salesmen wanted for a full-
time position in tile Soutll
with a major 'gear manufac-
turer locat,ed in tile South~
east Must. possess a strongl
knowledge ,of 'gears. Please
send resume' to:

Sales
P.O. !Box 83791

Green,viUe, SC29604

Your resume wil!l be hel'd lin
strict contldence.

To advertise in
IG,ear Tec1hn'o!lo,gy

can
(708) ,437..16604.

R~tes: Line Classified - per inch - $190. Classi-
fied Display -per inch (3" min.) lX-$lSO, 3X-$J40,
,6.X-$130.Type will be set 10advertiser's layout or
Gear Technology will set typeat no exira charge.

Director, Resear.ch In,sl.ltute

The Gear Research Institute (GRI) Is seeklnga.
successorfor the current Direotor of Ihe lnstl-
wle. Educational disoipline should be gear
related with a Ph,D. or equivalent experience
preferred. A minimum of ten years experience
in conducting and managing systematicresearch
is required, In addition to managing Iheactivity.
the Di rector must also carry an individual re-
search load. Background in gearing, fund rais-
ing. and research management would' be desir-
able. Salary open. Applicants should: Submit
resumes to Sharon Schaefers, Gear ResearCh
Institute, 1944 UniversityLane,Usle.IL 60532.

COMPUTER AIDS

F¥ICDUCJ'S, IINC,
5212 SNlpland. Rosemont. IL 60018

(312)992-.4014

!Barber Coleman Hobbers:
IHEUCAL GEAR SET..UP
SOFIWARE FOR PeS,

'Gear 'Design Enghleer: $40,000 to,
$70,000. BSME. Processes for spur,
helical, worm, herringbone, bevel, and spi-
ral bevel gears.
Supervisor Metallurgy: $60-$69,,000.
Degr'ee +10 years experience. Gear R&O
division. Heavy Equipment.
V.IP. Sales and Marketing: $100,000.
Gear Machinery. Internationalland Do·
mestic Markets.
Ann Hunsucker Excel.Associates
P.O.Box 520 Cordova, TN 38018-0520

(901) 757-9600 FAX. (901) 754-2896,

Calculates exact Index gears.
Colculotes feed gears to .0C:OX11.

Runs in seconds. Send datal
for sample output. PC Dos
program $350 complete.
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Payment: Full payment must accompany classi-
fied ads. Send. check or VisNMastercardlAmeri.·
can Express number and expiration, date to; Gear
Technology. P.O.Box 1426, Elk Grove Village,
IL, 60009. Agency Commission: No agency
commission on classifieds.

HEATTREATIN'G
-------- -------

Contour Iinduction
Hardeningl :Spec!ialists

,SPU7, h.lfcaJ.and.1J8Q/gUII

Our gear hardening ,equipment
includes 4 NATCO submerged
process, machines and 3AJAX
eNG-controlled gear sca:nnlng:
machines. We can also /00110
meet any prOduction need. Write
for a 'roo brechure.

Amerlea Hi M'ela'll Traatlnll Company
1043 lEast 62nd: Street
Cleveland, OH 44103,

(216}4311-4492
'Fax: (216)431-1508
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COMPLETE GEA!R
MANUFACTURING SERVICES

Preferred Quality Supplier to' Eight
IMajor Corporations

• Spur and Helical Gears
'·1" to 16"0.0.
• Shafts up to 118"
,. CNC Inspection of

Gears and Splines
• Machine only or

Complete

• Broaching
• GMM Inspection

Capability
'. Gear Gr,inding Ability

·5 Pcs.l100,OOO Pcs.
per month

• Assemblies or Loose
Gears

• Crown Hob or Shave
• Precision Machiningl and

Gear Blan'kingl
• Precision Shafts and

Splines
• Gerotors
• Shaper Cutting

Call '.odsy to discuss your speciiflcatlons.

@'REEF· BAKER CORPORATION

50903 E. Russell S~hmidl Blvd. MI. Clemens. M148045
(313) 949-2520i'ax: (313) 949-3481

®
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'CALENDAR
AGMA ProgramsJMeetings/Seminars. For more infor-
mation on AGMA programs, contact AGMA headquarters.
(703) 684-0211.

MAY 21·22
Technical Education Seminar, Tapered Roller Bearings.
Indianapolis, [N.

jUNE·5·(j,
Small Business Manufacturer's Committee. The Breakers,
West Palm Beach, FL.
JUNE 6-9
AGMA 75th Anniversary Annual Meeting. The Breakers,
West Palm Beach, FL. Speakers include Secretary of Labor,
LYIll1 Martin, and Harley-Davidson Board Chairman, Vaughn
Beals. Dr. Michael Bradley will again address the group on
the economy.
JUNE 1'9
Technical. Education Seminar Wo.rm Gear Design. Cincin-
nati.OH.

Following are Society of Manufacturing Engineers technical
conferences and events. For more information, contact Mike
Traicoff, SME, (313)271-1500 ..Fax: (313) 271·2861.
JUNE 5·6
Fundamentals of Gear Design and Manufacture. Embassy
Suites Hotels, Livonia, MI.
JUNE 1l·13
8MB Superahrasives '9] Conference & Exposition. O'Hare
Bxposinon Center/Hyatt Regency O'Hare, Rosemont (Chi!-
cago) WI...
MAY 15·17
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee. Micro Computer
Applications in Gear Design and Analysis. Call Richard G.
Albers. UWM. (800) 222-4643. (800) 222-4643 (in Wiscon-
sin) or fax {414) 227·3125.

CALL FOR PAPERS. AS~E ,6th International Power
Transmission and Gearing Conference ..Interested authors
should submit 150-250 word abstracts to AUen O.
Strandford, Jr., Conference Chairman, Dresser Rand, P.O.
Box 560. Olean, NY, 14760 ..Phone : (716)375·3285 Fax:
(716) 375-3715.
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NORMAC,NC.

P.O. BOX69 'A1R1'ORT ROADIINDUSTRIAl PARI< 'ARDEN, NC287~ U.S.A .m.: (7G4) '684-1002 om.£)(; 57-7437 NOR_MACHM' fAX; (704) 684.13&4
11".0.BOX 201'720 BASELINE ROAD ·NORTHVILLE. MI48161 ·TEl: (313) 349·2644·F,AX: (SIS) 349-1440

HI,oweanl

IF' YOUTe using Gleason. Red Ring. Marbaix. Michigan.
or other gear grinders.

I F You're grinding modified involute gear teeth with
root and tip modifications, barrel shaped profiles. etc.
IIF You need [0 reduce production costs, reduce grinding
wheel costs. and improve accuracy,

'THIEN The FORMASTER CNC Grinding Wt\eel
Profiler can easily be installed on your existing gear
grinders ala fraction of the cost of a complete CNC
rebuild ..Wilh Normae's proprietary program generation
software for spur and helical gear tooth fonns, involute,
rooa and tip modifications can be easily programmed and
quickly altered. The FOR~A5TtER can d!rastically
reduce wheel dressing costs, and ±..OOOl" (O.OOOSm_m)
accuracy from programmed dimensions isguaranteed!

I F You're using Kapp, Reishauer or other generative
gear grinders.

I F You're using CBN grinding wheels.

IFWheel trueing costs and lead times are a problem.

THIN Normae's CBN:S or CBN6 Whee] Profil-
ing Centers can offer you independence fr-om outside
wheel sources, and improved grinding wheel performance
and accuracy. The ,C:ONS and eBN6 incorporate the
FORM ASTER CNC Grind.ing Wheel Profiler and a
variable speed precision grinding spindle together on a.
rigid base to provide the greatest versatility and acCtmlCy.

Call todo, Jor further informtllionora demonstration

CIRCLE .11.-25on, READER REPLY ,CARD



Mitsubishi
Shapes the World of Gears ...
When it comes to gear making, Mitsubishi offers itall.
Hobbers, shapers and shavers. AU GNG controlled, and
all built for high speed, accuracy and reliability ..Mit-
subishi has become an innovator in gear manufactur-
ing technology through research I testing and
production.

For single-source, tum-key applications, Mitsubishi also
manufactures gear hobs, shaper cutters and shaving
cutters, as weU as fixtures and automatic part loaders.
Add to this the engineering support you'd expect from
an industry leader, and you have true one source gear
manufacturing supply.

The machines, the tooling and the engineering sup-
port. AU from one source. AU from
the world authority on gear
manufactunng=Mttsubishi.
For more information,
call. (708) 860-4222.
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